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Introduction
Intro to the project and output
Self-Regenerate brings together two issues that have an important impact on VET students and
young people's chances of succeeding in peripheral regions. Peripheral regions are areas that are
marginalised, struggle to compete with more urban areas, and offer few employment opportunities.
As a result, they suffer from a net out migration of young people. This brain drain can cause the GDP
of these regions to fall by 4% according to studies conducted by the Economist.
Therefore, the need to develop entrepreneurial competences for young people is urgent. This can
be achieved by raising awareness of entrepreneurship, developing entrepreneurial competences
and helping them set up an enterprise that is adequate to today’s markets.
There is also an interesting correlation between career progression of becoming an entrepreneur
with language knowledge. Eurobarometer’s ‘Europeans and their Languages’ (2012) reported that
one of the main motivating factors to learn a language is to improve career prospects and work
abroad. However, language support is limited and costly for young people (Eurobarometer, 2012).
VET can address these two issues by enabling students to create a local enterprise and ensure they
become fluent in Business English. The creation of a coaching methodology for VET that combines
entrepreneurship coaching and Business English can have an important impact on peripheral
regions. It can enable students to create their own enterprises locally. Moreover, with Business
English fluency, they will be able to have clients from abroad, expanding their horizons and thus,
becoming successful international entrepreneurs.

Who is this manual for and how to use it ?
Beneficiaries/target and methodology

The Self-Regenerate Training Manual for Learners follows parallel the topics of the Curriculum &
Trainer's Manual, but aims at offering supporting material for each topic so as to integrate, deepen
and expand the learning acquisition, but referring to learners/students. It is aimed for the
learners/students who will be enabled to become entrepreneurs that can revitalise their peripheral
region. It is appropriate that the coaches guide the learners during the implementation of the
activities, and that they provide feedback and food for thought for the learners afterwards.
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This manual will contain the curriculum, activities and self-assessment material for the learners to
complete. This acts as a further guide in their enterprise adventure, thus increasing their career
prospects and the success of their enterprise. In total, 37 activities have been created for the
students to test their knowledge of enterprise and Business English. These activities will be adapted
into the interactive OER platform.
The manual is designed to be used in an interactive online setting, offering the chance to learners
to refresh the already learnt material and to delve deeper into each of the topics so as to explore
them further and test their knowledge.
Each activity can be used regardless of what comes before and what follows, thus considering each
activity an independent and fully self-sufficient one. Self-Regenerate is made to be flexible, allowing
students to begin at the stage they desire and allows for independent 'study' of the programme.
The timing of each activity is an approximation of the time needed for its implementation. After
that, the coach can take as much time as they want to discuss the activity with the learners.

Learners ' profile
Characteristics and attitudes
This Training Manual represents a tool for learners aiming at increasing their capacity to create more
successful enterprises, thus enabling them to become economic drivers of their regions, and at
increasing the capacity of VET institutions to provide practical and real enterprise support.
Self-Regenerate has defined clearly two target groups:
 VET students from peripheral regions: Peripheral regions are marginally located, offering
few job opportunities, have lower standards of living and experience net out migration
(‘’Regions 2020 An Assessment of Future Challenges for EU Regions’’, EU Regional Policy
Commission Staff Working Document). It is mainly young people, particularly recent
graduates who emigrate from their region to central/capital cities. Start-up businesses
created by students will play a key role in the revitalisation of the regions.
 VET migrant students: For example, in the UK 12.9% of pupils in schools are migrants (British
Council, 2013). These schools are ill-equipped to prepare young migrants for the working life
after education, because no specific English language support programme exists in the VET
system that teaches specifically Business English. Self-Regenerate can increase the number
of migrants going into VET education and becoming active entrepreneurs.
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Curriculum
The curriculum includes a theoretical introduction of the Self-Regenerate Curriculum & Trainer's
Manual, games and exercises, and self-assessment tools for the learners to use in order to put the
knowledge they acquired into practice.
The Trainer's Manual has been written for mentors, coaches, educators, and trainers working in VET
schools from peripheral regions, applying a methodology of training for new entrepreneurs and
those willing to enable students to become international entrepreneurs. This methodology is based
on the Bridge Model.
The Bridge Model is about creating jobs. It is a practical, flexible and proven framework to support
new business people, new entrepreneurs, social innovators and public sector organisations spinning
out into the private sector. It consists of four stages - each termed a ‘bridge’. Each step over the
bridge offers support to a business person and entrepreneur and is supported by insightful advice
from active business people.
The Bridge model was modified and adapted for the Self-Regenerate project.
o Bridge 1: I WISH TO LEARN ABOUT MY REGION -> I AM WELL VERSED IN THE
SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT OF MY REGION
o Bridge 2: I HAVE AMBITIONS TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR -> I AM READY TO BECOME AN
ENTREPRENEUR IN MY REGION
o Bridge 3: I AM AN ENTREPRENEUR IN MY REGION -> I AM READY TO BECOME A GLOBAL
ENTREPRENEUR
o Bridge 4: SELF REFLECTION -> WHAT HAVE I LEARNT? AM I ABLE TO TRANSFER THAT TO THE
NEW LEARNERS FOLLOWING ME?
The Learner's Manual is the continuation of the Trainer's Manual as it provides the practical part of
the training. Within this manual, there are 37 activities (games and exercises) that reflect the
theoretical part of the four Bridges, and thus, helping learners to assess the level of their knowledge.
As mentioned before, the Bridge Model is flexible and it allows learners to start the training from
the stage they want to. They have the same option for the activities as well.
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Activities
8

Bridge 1

The following activities focus on Bridge 1 (I WISH TO LEARN ABOUT MY REGION -> I AM WELL
VERSED IN THE SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT OF MY REGION). The focus is on the learners
getting familiar with the region where they intend to establish their new business, and how the
socioeconomic environment of this region will affect it.
The activities refer to the following skills: critical thinking, creativity, opportunity spotting, idea
generation, and market analysis.

Activity 1: Critical thinking
Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualising, applying,
analysing, synthesising, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or generated by, observation,
experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action. In its exemplary
form, it is based on universal intellectual values that transcend subject matter divisions: clarity, accuracy,
precision, consistency, relevance, sound evidence, good reasons, depth, breadth, and fairness.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to understand the logical connections between ideas,
identify, construct and evaluate arguments, detect inconsistencies and common mistakes in
reasoning.

Topic:
critical thinking, problem solving, finding solutions
Basic skills:
creativity, analysis, critical thinking
Keywords:
finding solutions, creativity, critical thinking
Cost:
Free
Duration:
10 - 15 minutes for each exercise
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
A well-cultivated critical thinker:
 raises vital questions and problems, formulating them clearly and precisely
 gathers and assesses relevant information, using abstract ideas to interpret it effectively
 comes to well-reasoned conclusions and solutions, testing them against relevant criteria and
standards
 thinks open mindedly within alternative systems of thought, recognising and assessing, as need be,
their assumptions, implications, and practical consequences
 communicates effectively with others in figuring out solutions to complex problems
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 problem solving
 collaboration
 solution finding
Knowledge
The learners have at the end of the activity:
 an understanding of the different perception knowledge
 teamwork knowledge
 solution finding knowledge
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Critical thinking
This critical thinking-based learning allows learners to acquire problem solving and solution finding skills,
which are the most commonly lacking soft skill among young people.
Preparation of activity
Here are several quick guidelines to help you get started.
Anticipating- Lesson Introduction:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Call up the knowledge students already have
Informally assess what they already know, including misconceptions
Set purposes for learning
Focus attention on the topic
Provide a context for understanding new ideas

Exercises of Critical thinking can be found here:
https://edtechreview.in/trends-insights/insights/2581-critical-thinking-activities-exercises

Implementation of activity
Building Knowledge - Lesson Activity / Discussion
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Learners compare expectations with what is being learnt
Revise expectations or raise new ones
Identify the main points
Monitor personal thinking
Make inferences about the material
Make personal connections to the lesson
Question the lesson

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)
2)
3)
4)

Learners summarise and interpret the main ideas
Share opinions and make personal responses
Test out the ideas (apply to assignment, project, etc.)
Assess learning and ask additional questions
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Follow up
The coach provides useful advice and theoretical input.
12

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and group
discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their virtual businesses
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom
 Resources/ materials needed: paper, pens, other material
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: find solutions in your region

Handout for participants
Critical thinking
This is a mind mapping-based learning that allows you
to understand the logical connections between ideas,
identify, construct and evaluate arguments, detect
inconsistencies and common mistakes in reasoning.
Required Material
 Paper and pens

Your task:
13

Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
The coach will introduce you What problems would you like
to solve in your region? How
to the topic and exercises.
could you find solutions for
Please focus on the topic.
these problems?

STEP 1

Do it…
STEP 2
Exercises on Critical thinking.

Notes on Step 2
How can this method help you
become well versed in the
socioeconomic environment
of your region?

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Use the learning diaries to The coach provides useful
reflect on the learning advice and theoretical input.
experience of this activity.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 2: Urban Safari
This activity wants to introduce Urban Safari. This is a method that fosters the ideation processes to
create businesses by going on an excursion through the city. The learners will learn more about the SWOT
analysis while doing the Urban Safari activity. The goal of this exercise is to combine two local businesses
in the region that can complement each other. The one business's strengths complement the other's
weaknesses, and vice versa. A good way to filter businesses is by looking at how highly they are affected
by social trends that shape public buying trends. For example, the earpods from Apple are seen as a social
trend that shows the status of a consumer.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to become more aware of the local businesses in their
region. By going on an excursion and looking at businesses with a task at hand, their awareness can
be raised and ideas can be fostered.

Source: Washington Post
Topic:
urban safari
Basic skills:
opportunity spotting, creative thinking, idea generation
Main factors:
SWOT, local business
Keywords:
urban, safari, business, creative thinking, opportunity spotting
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1,5 to 3 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 raise awareness on the SWOT of local businesses
 inspire entrepreneurial ideas
 introduce a tool for idea generation
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 opportunity spotting
 development of idea generating
 combining fields
 analysis

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 generate ideas
 understand the workings of opportunity spotting
 think critically about the SWOT of their region
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to:





create meaningful enterprises
generate ideas for enterprises
combine multiple businesses
make use of a SWOT analysis
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Urban Safari
This activity is an interactive learning workshop on Urban Safari. The learners will enter a nearby city to do
some exploration for their awareness and idea generation.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the coach should let the students know what the task of this activity is: “Spotting
SWOT in your region by looking at local businesses and fostering new ideas".
1) Print out the supporting material and prepare scissors so that the students can cut out the pictures.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about things used in this activity.
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and working
materials (flipcharts, scissors, paper, handouts etc.).
Implementation of activity
1)

Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone. Also,
ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the participants.

2)

The participants prepare their trip by taking a notebook with them to write down ideas and to make
a good analysis of the local businesses.

3)

A discussion about what they have found and the ideas they have generated.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

The activity is considered to be a success if the participants are able to name at least 2 aspects of
each part of the SWOT, and if they can generate at least one new business idea.

2)

Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect the learning experience of this activity.

Follow up
The main aim of this activity is to encourage the analytical skill of participants so as to better understand the
region in which they will develop the new business. For this reason, the coaches can comment on the answer
of the learners by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and group
discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Participation evaluation: the completion of the task is most important to this activity;
presenting their findings and having a discussion is important.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their opportunity spotting skill and the ability to generate new business ideas.
 Learning environment preparation: prepare the students in the classroom to head out into the
city
 Resources/ materials needed: notebook, pen and worksheet
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive, reward the best idea
 Suggested activity to do next: Business Model Canvas

Handout for participants
Urban Safari
Within this activity you learn how to spot different
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats in
your region by looking at local businesses. You can then
generate new ideas for future implementation.
Required Material
 Notebook
 Pen
 Worksheet

Teamwork
Source: Unsplash
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Get into groups of max 3 Think about what you can ask
people, and decide which parts citizens and business owners
of the city you would like to about the SWOT of your region.
visit.

STEP 1

Source: Tim Warre

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Go into the city and look at the Think of the different aspects of
businesses that your region has. these businesses by using the
Use the worksheet in the SWOT analysis.
appendix.

STEP 2

Source: Washington Post
Notes on Step 3
Have a group discussion about Be specific and also creative.
what you saw. Define the
aspects of the SWOT you want
to share with the class, and
generate at least one new
business idea in which you
combine 2 existing businesses.

STEP 3

Source: Classcraft

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
Present your findings to the Be clear about what you find
class and welcome questions of and give positive feedback to
others. Join the discussion of your fellow learners.
others as well. And in both
cases, take notes!

STEP 4

Source: European
Technology

Institute

of
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Your Notes:
20

Worksheets for learners
21

New idea generator
22

Activity 3: Snakes and Ladders
This activity aims to test the level of knowledge of learners about their region through a list of
questions that cover different fields, such as infrastructure, culture and socioeconomic context,
and which they have to answer during the 'Snakes and Ladders' game.

Abstract:
Snakes and Ladders is a board game to play with your friends that enables you to prove your
knowledge about your region while having fun.

Topic:
learn about your region
Basic skills:
analysis of strengths and weaknesses, socio-economic analysis
Keywords:
urban, safari, business, creative thinking, opportunity spotting
Cost:
Free
Duration:
15 - 30 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity for the learners are to:
 prove knowledge about their region
 learn about the actual situation in the field of culture, infrastructure, socio-economy, local
businesses struggling, low quality of education or health service
 have the necessary information before starting a business
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to an objective analysis of the internal context of the region
in order to:
 evaluate the strengths and the weaknesses of your region
 understand the socio-economic context in which the future business will be developed

Knowledge
It is very important to know the region in which the new business will be developed. Otherwise, the
future entrepreneurs will run the real risk of losing their business, the money and effort they have
invested. Good knowledge of infrastructure, cultural barriers, weaknesses and strengths of the region
is the first step towards a successful business.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Snakes and Ladders
It is a learning activity based on the game ‘’Snakes and Ladders’’ with the addition of questions that
allow learners to test their knowledge about their region. The amount of time required to complete
the game is approximately 15 - 30 minutes.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to print the following board game, along with the
questions, and they can also print counters and dice for the game.
The coach lets them know what the task of this activity is: "Discover the necessary information about
your region in order to build a successful business”.
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Implementation of activity
1) The objective of the game is to be the first player to reach the end by moving across the board
from square one to the final square.
2) Before the game can start, each player will roll one dice, and the player who throws the
highest number will be the one to have the first turn. If two or more people roll the same
number, and it is the highest number rolled, each of those people roll the die once more to
see who gets to go first.
3) After moving in the signed slot, the player has to take a random card and answer the question
on it. Each player will represent their own country and, by answering the question, they have
the chance to discover their knowledge about the home country.
4) Each player has three lifelines - ASK THE AUDIENCE, which give them the possibility to ask the

other players for help in case they do not know the answer to a question. This allows a fruitful
discussion among the learners on socio-economic topics.
5) Climb up ladders. The ladders on the game board allow players to move upwards and get
ahead faster. If the player lands exactly on a square that shows an image of the bottom of a
ladder, then the player can move the game piece all the way up to the square at the top of
the ladder.
If the player lands at the top of a ladder or somewhere in the middle of a ladder, they just
remain there. They never move down ladders.
6) Slide down snakes. Snakes move the player back on the board because they have to slide
down them. If the player lands exactly at the top of a snake, they slide the game piece all the
way to the square at the bottom of the snake.
If the player lands on a square that is in the middle or at the bottom of a snake, they just stay
put. The player only slides down if they land on the top square of a snake.
7) The first person who reaches the highest square on the board wins.
But there's a twist! If the player rolls too high, their piece "bounces" off the last square and
moves back. It is possible to win only by rolling the exact number needed to land on the last
square.
Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered a success if the learners are encouraged to reflect on the socioeconomic environment of their region through the questions posed to them during the game.
Furthermore, listening to the responses of the other participants, learners can also discover
further insights and knowledge on their territory.
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2) The activity should encourage learners to objectively analyse the socio-economic (and not
only) context within which they want to establish the new business.
Follow up
The main aim of this activity is to encourage the analytical skill of learners so that they can better
understand the region in which they want to develop the new business. For this reason, the coach can
comment on the answer of the learners by providing useful advice and theoretical input.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: let the participants play and ask them the questions within the
cards; comparing the answer with their hypothetical businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
can discover more about their region and encourage them to objectively analyse the
strengths and weaknesses of their region.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: board game
 Motivation drivers for learners: QEAS entrepreneur
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and ask them how they
understood their attitude to be business men/women and how they opt for a certain size
of business

Handout for participants
Snakes and Ladders
During this activity, you learn about your region and you
analyse its strengths and weaknesses in order to better
understand the socio-economic context within which
your business will be developed.
Required Material
 Printable board game
 List of questions
 Counter and dice
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Print the following board game, Think what you need for
together with the questions, and this activity.
you can print counters and dice for
the game too.

STEP 1

Play it…
Notes on Step 2
Play Snakes and Ladders, where the Have fun playing this
objective is to be the first player board game!
who reaches the end by moving
across the board from square one
to the final square.

STEP 2

But be careful, land exactly on the
last square to win!

Answer the questions...
Notes on Step 3
After moving in the signed slot, you Keep in mind what you
have to take a card and answer the have to learn about your
question on it. You will discover region.
your knowledge about your region.
Take your time, be honest and
objective when you answer your
questions.

STEP 3

Assessment…
Notes on Step 4
Write down you answer, and the Useful tips and
useful comments and advice of the theoretical input by the
coach. It is necessary to have a coach.
complete overview of your region
and that will help you develop a
successful business.

STEP 4
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Your Notes:
28
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In your opinion, what is the percentage of migrants compared to the total population of your
region?
How old do you think the average person in your country is?
Out of every 100 working-age women in your country, how many do you think are in
employment?
What percentage of people in your country live in a rural area, that is, outside of a big town
or city?
How do adults usually spend their spare time?
How do teenagers usually spend their spare time?
What kind of local public transportation are available in your region?
What kind of public transport is lacking or underdeveloped in your region?
Which are the most developed economic sectors in your region?
Which are the most underdeveloped sectors in your region?
What does your region miss/need in terms of products?
What does your region miss/need in terms of services?
In your opinion, what are the strengths of your region? (list 5 strengths)
In your opinion, what are the weaknesses of your region? (list 5 weaknesses)
In your opinion, what are the obstacles for improvement in your region? (list 5 obstacles)
Who are the most successful business owners in your region?
What is the main legal typology of business adopted by new small medium sized companies
of your region?
What legal business typology protects your entrepreneurial activity?
What kind of financial support do you know you can have to finance your business?
What European/national/regional funds are available in your region?
How many and what kind of business incubators do you have in your region?
What is a Social Enterprise (SE)?
Which kind of Social Enterprise is mostly developed in your region? Why?
What kind of business is mostly developed in your region? Why?
What is a local network?
How does the local network affect the business in your opinion?
How can a local network positive for the business be created?
What kind of support your municipality provides for local business?
What kind of support the municipality should give to improve the development of local
business?
What structural funds and benefits for start-ups are in your peripheral region?
Who can you contact for financial opportunities and support?
Which energy source is the most used in your region?
What are the main natural resources of your region?
Which means of transport are mostly used so that someone can go to work?
Which product is the most exported from your country?
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Which university department is the most attended in your country?
In your opinion, which university department is still underdeveloped?
In your opinion, what kind of service should the government of your region enhance to
develop more trade?
How high is the GDP per capital of your region?
In your opinion, are there any cultural barriers that can limit the development of business in
your region? If so, which ones?

31
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Activity 4: Market Analysis (Online Support Article)
This activity aims to support learners’ market analysis research by means of an online support
article. This article explains how to do it by focusing on regional aspects on how market analysis is
related to a future Business Plan. The description is made through some simple examples, and it
shows the relevance of this regional analysis to start a new business. The article also explains that
some data are difficult to obtain, and probably require time to research, thus the learners must
decide if it is preferable to buy some data or research by themselves these elements in order to
complete the market study of their products and business as well as the expected impact that it
may have in the market.

Abstract:
This activity aims at supporting the learners’ regional study market of their business, and the way
it is connected to the business plan in order to understand the relevance of this document, in
different aspects, like searching for financial support or explain the fundamentals of the business
plan as well as the attractiveness of the market from a financial standpoint.

Market Analysis
https://www.thebusinessplanshop.com/blog/en/entry/market_analysis_for_business_plan
Topic:
market analysis, market study, know my region
Basic skills:
market analysis
Keywords:
market analysis, market study
Cost:
Free
Duration:
There is no time limit
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 understand why it is relevant to know your region, and in particular your business market
 discover useful resources, such as lots of articles & templates to help learners get ready for
their start-up’s take-off. These include free materials, such as templates, vocabulary lists and
worksheets
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 knowing the relevance of market analysis in a regional context for their business plan
 doing the correct market approach, and assessing correctly business opportunities, measuring
the attractiveness of the markets and the expected impact there.
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to:
 know the market potential and its attractiveness, how it affects sales, the return of
investment, the expected profits and their business plan.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Market Analysis
This is an online article that supports learners to proceed and understand regional market analysis.
There is no time limit.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web site in the following link
https://www.thebusinessplanshop.com , click on: How to write a Business Plan >How to do a market
analysis
or
access directly here: http://bit.ly/380UlSd
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Implementation of activity
1) Once entering the page, the learners should read the article, free of charge. This article
explains which issues should be considered, and they are divided in 6 main aspects as
following:
a. Demographics and Segmentation
b. Target Market
c. Market Need
d. Competition
e. Barriers to Entry
f. Regulation
2) Once completing this activity, the learners should be able to understand how to proceed with
their market analysis, which means:
 knowing their market deeply
 understanding if the market is large enough to build a sustainable business

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; foster their
researching competences presenting and comparing results with their hypothetical
businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse, notebook,
and pen
 Motivation drivers for learners: Regional market analysis and how it affects your business
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs in your region, thoses ones who
work and/or sell their products abroad, and ask them what they have done to do the regional
market analysis and what do they suggest to do so.
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Ha ndo u t fo r p art ic i pa nt s
36

Market Analysis
Within this activity, you can improve your competences
to do regional market analysis increasing some skills
needed to do so, and you will be aware of certain
aspects that went unnoticed.
Required Material
Regional Market Analysis:
https://www.thebusinessplanshop
.com/blog/en/entry/market_analy
sis_for_business_plan

 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Yo ur ta sk:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect your PC to the Internet, then go to Think what you
need for this
https://www.thebusinessplanshop.com,
access: HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS activity.
PLAN>HOW TO DO A MARKET ANALYSIS
(search in the left article, and enter that). Start
reading carefully the entire article by taking the
free and quick text.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
After reading the article, try to apply these Keep in mind
concepts to your regional market, and what you have
considering your business idea, try to think the learnt about
your region.
aspects that could be more relevant for that
research in your region.

STEP 2

Feedback…
STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

After you have carefully read this article, take
the notes you think they are relevant to your
region, and consider your hypothetical
business. Do your own considerations, and
discuss them with your colleagues and coach.
Proceed with a small report, research the
relevant aspects considered previously and the
data with trustful organisations. Offer this
feedback to your coach, and debate it
constructively.

Notes on Step 3
Useful tips and
theoretical
input by the
coaches.
Further
discussion of the
topic.
You can use this
activity as many
times as you
want.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
of
The coach discusses with the learners whether Discussion
learning
the activity fulfilled its purpose, whether they the
activity.
liked it or not, and generally receives feedback
on the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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B ri dg e 2
38

The following activities focus on Bridge 2 (I HAVE AMBITIONS TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR -> I
AM READY TO BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR IN MY REGION). The focus is on helping the
learners develop the qualities, experiences, attitudes and skills (QEAS) of an entrepreneur.
The activities refer to the following skills: marketing tools, entrepreneurial education, risk
attitude, goal setting, problem solving, creative thinking, start-up development, teamwork,
and innovation.

Activity 1: Canva
This activity wants to teach learners how to create communication elements for marketing using
CANVA, a simplified graphic-design tool. Learners have the possibility to create a variety of graphics
and choose among various templates for everything, from social media images to marketing
brochures, flyers to business cards, presentations to web banners, etc.

Abstract:
This activity aims at giving the learners different tools to communicate and promote their business.

CANVA
https://www.canva.com/
Topic:
graphic design, marketing tools, communication, media design
Basic skills:
how to create communication elements for marketing
Keywords:
canva, graphic design, marketing tools, communication
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to students’ needs
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:






let learners practice design thinking, by imagining and creating solutions
let learners design and experiment different ways to present concept
help learners create their company logo and marketing portfolio
introduce marketing concepts in a fun environment
discover learners’ creativity and attitude to work in team

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 marketing concepts, especially those concerning communication.

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to use the tools provided by CANVA to design
the visual identity of their company:











Logo
Colors
Fonts and typography
Photography
Illustration
Iconography
Data visualization
Interactive elements
Web design
Branding

Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity:
 what are the main elements to communicate and promote their business
 how to create tools for this purpose
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
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Canva
This is an interactive learning activity that allows learners to test their creativity so as to create a
marketing portfolio.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page https://www.canva.com/, sign in
for free, and start navigating the page to discover how to design the visual identity of the company,
presentations, social media graphics, and more with thousands of useful layouts.
Let them know what the task of this activity is: e.g. "How to design your company's visual identity by
creating a promotional leaflet”

Implementation of activity
1)

2)

The learners enter the website, select “Create a project”, and start working on different
elements, such as brochures, business cards, flyers, labels, logos, posters, social media
covers, posts, etc. They have the possibility to choose among thousands of different
templates and pre-designed elements.
Once the project has been completed, learners can save these elements and export them
for commercial usage.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered to be a success, if the learners realise the company’s visual
identity.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect the learning experience of this activity.
Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners can use
their creativity by being aware of some marketing rules. Learners are encouraged to compare real
world marketing elements with their designed elements and look for improvements.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: explain the Canva design tool and let students experiment on their
creativity according to their marketing needs; presenting results and justifying the choice of
the design applied, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their creativity, marketing rules, attention to details.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space, and classrooms
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse, printer
 Motivation drivers for learners: ability to design their company visual identity
 Suggested activity to do next: compare real world marketing elements with your designed
elements and look for improvements.

Handout for participants
Canva
Within this activity, you will discover many practical
examples for creating a variety of graphics for your
business. You can choose from many pre-structured
templates, depending on the type of project you want
to realise: logos, posters, business cards, flyers,
resumes, infographics, invitations, etc.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Canva
https://www.canva.com/
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect to the Internet, Internet connection, email
enter
the
website access
www.canva.com,
and
register to enter.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Select “Create a project” and Keep in mind what you
choose among thousands of have learnt about
templates. Now, you are marketing rules.
ready to edit your template
and experiment on your
creativity.

STEP 2

Assessment…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let Useful tips and theoretical
the coach give you feedback input by the coach.
on your actions during the
compilation. Share your
project with your classmates,
and ask for feedback and
suggestions.

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock
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Your Notes:
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Activity 2: Canvanizer
This activity wants to teach students how to create a business plan using the business model
canvas. Students have the possibility to create an online Business Model Canvas by choosing from
many pre-structured canvas templates. This activity allows learners to work in team, develop ideas,
brainstorm together, define a common strategy, modify the plan and share with the others.
https://canvanizer.com/choose/business-model-canvases

Abstract:
This activity aims at giving learners different tools to develop their business model.

CANVANIZER: a practical tool for developing your business plan
https://canvanizer.com/
Topic:
Business Model Canvas, service design, project management
Basic skills:
how to develop a business plan and how to manage a business
Keywords:
canvas, business model, open innovation, project management
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to students’ needs and abilities
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:





begin to build the belief that “I can be a successful entrepreneur”
introduce the business model topic in a fun environment
motivate future entrepreneurial learning
discover learners’ creativity and ability to brainstorm on potential successful ideas to put in
practice
 learn about learners’ attitudes towards working in team, their propensity to accept or refuse
suggestions from peers, their problem-solving attitudes, and their potentialities in terms of
managing business activities.
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to entrepreneurship concepts:
 introduction of business model
 development of organisational skills
 understanding market behaviour depending on the typology of the chosen activity
Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to understand how to write and manage a
business plan:
 Key Partners
 Key Activities
 Value Proposition
 Customer Relationships
 Customer Segments
 Key Resources
 Channels
 Cost Structure
 Revenue Streams
 Brainstorming
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use the knowledge they acquired in order to start
their own business:





How to write a business plan
How to make a business sustainable
How to grow a business
How to compete in the world market
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Canvanizer
This is an interactive learning activity that allows learners to test their ability to create a business plan.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page https://canvanizer.com/
Click, choose the template, insert the name of the activity and register with email.
Let them know what the task of this activity is: "How to create and manage a business plan”

Implementation of activity
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)

The learners enter the website, select a model among different templates (Business Model
Canvas, Lean Canvas, Lean Change Canvas, Feedback Canvas, SWOT analysis, Open Innovation
Canvas, Canvas4Change, Pitch Canvas, HR Innovation Canvas), choose the title for the activity,
register their email, and start working on the business model.
Once entering the model, the learners read carefully the instruction before filling it in.
Afterwards, they are ready to edit the template, by inserting the notes in each quadrant.
Learners can work individually or in pairs: they have the possibility to share the editable
version of the business model, so that teammates can work on the chosen Canvas, and
changes will be synchronized automatically. If the learners prefer to show their work without
requiring changes, they can share the readable version.
Learners have the possibility to check the last steps of the work progress, by clicking on
“Canvas History” and see the accomplishments done so far.
If learners have an idea but do not know in which section of the Canvas to put it yet, they can
use the “Brainstorm Mode”, where notes can be structured after an initial fast brainstorming
with team members or their coach.
Once the Canvas is completed, there are various options to “Import/Export”: CSV file, text
format for printing, etc. Moreover, learners can open a slideshow, which allows them to
present their Canvas.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

The activity is considered a success, if the learners are able to graphically represent their
business idea and the plan for its realisation by filling in all 9 building block of the Canvas.

2)

Remind learners to read carefully the instructions, and to ask for clarifications when in doudt.

3)

Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.
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Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners can
take decisions that imply risks, by providing useful advice and theoretical input.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: explain the Business Model Canvas, and let students fill the quadrant
according to their business ideas; presenting and comparing results with their hypothetical
situation in a business reality, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their ability to create a plan, they have a bigger vision, and go further
into details.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space, and classrooms
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse, printer
 Motivation drivers for learners: ability to make a business plan
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and ask them how they made their
first business plan, what they have considered so far as the most important facts.

Handout for participants
Canvanizer
Within this activity, you will discover many practical
examples of creating a business plan using Business
Model Canvas. You can choose from many prestructured templates, depending on the activity you like
to tackle with among Business, Service Design, Project
management and General.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

CANVANIZER
https://canvanizer.com/
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, select the Think what kind
Canvas template you want to work with, of activity you
enter the title, your email address, and want to tackle
with.
you are ready to go.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
After selecting the activity and the Keep in mind
template you want to work with, read what you have
on
carefully the instructions before filling it learnt
entrepreneurs.
in.

STEP 2

Now, you are ready to edit your template
by inserting the notes in each quadrant.

Assessment…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let the coach give Useful tips and
you feedback on your actions during the theoretical
compilation. Share your Canvas with input by the
coach.
your classmates, and ask for feedback
and suggestions. Remember that you can
share the editable version or the
readable version.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 3: GoVentureWorld
This activity wants to introduce the use of video games and “serious games” to teach general
business and entrepreneurship concepts.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to have fun, while applying a reward-based simulation
that uses realistic rules similar to those encountered in a real business environment.

Topic:
business processes and financial topics
Basic skills:
Entrepreneurship and financial literacy skills: supply, demand, stocks, legal issues, shipping, and
on-the-job training
Keywords:
business simulation game, virtual businesses, entrepreneurial education
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to player's ability and time spent
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:





begin to build the belief that “I can be a successful entrepreneur”
introduce entrepreneurial concepts in a fun environment
motivate future entrepreneurial learning
introduce organisational behaviour concepts

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to:
 entrpreneurial concepts
 introduction of business risks
 development of organisational skills
 understanding market behaviour depending on the typology of the chosen activity
Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to understand entrepreneurial concepts.
 Start up Training
 Manage business
 Finance
 Marketing
 Legal
 World market
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use the knowledge they acquired in order to start
their own business:






How to start a business
How to make a business sustainable
How to overcome obstacles on their way to success
How to grow a business
How to compete in the world market
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
GoVentureWorld
This is a video game-based learning that allows learners to experience real challenges in a safe, virtual
world. The amount of time required to master a game like this is approximately equal to the amount
of time typically dedicated to a semester-long course.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to download and install the game to their computers. Let
them know what the task of this activity is: "Create your own business".

Implementation of activity
1)

2)

The learners sign up for free, choose their company name and follow a startup training before
playing the game:
 Concept of equity, g money, bXP, and rating.
 Explanation of the Time in the game
 Explanation of Holding Company
 Identification of the location and time zone and logo
Start playing:
Start a new business: create operating business
TRAINING: operating business, making and selling products, getting paid using invoices and
purchase orders, consumers, product differentiation, location, market demand, business costs,
g money, business types, activities
THE GAME
When starting the first business, the player can choose between manufacturing or retail
business. Later, it will be possible to start other types of businesses.
ACTIONS: negotiate, buy and sell agreements directly with other players, or trade on the open
markets. As the player runs their business, it is possible to purchase useful services from other
business types, including Law Firms, Ad Agencies, and Investment Banks, which are managed
by other players. As money grows, it is possible to use it to start new businesses or build a
personal investment portfolio by buying stocks, bonds, and issuing loans to other players.
LOCATION: Businesses are different countries and regions on the GoVenture World map.
Countries vary by population, consumer demographics and psychographics, government
income tax and duty rates, and general business operation costs.
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TIME: Time advances approximately 12 times faster than in the real world. 1 year = 1 month in
the real world. 1 day = 2 hours in the real world.
https://goventureworld.com/user-guide.html#about-goventure-world
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Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered a success if the learners are able to create an operating business
and keep it successful for the duration of the activity.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this
activity.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners created
and developed their businesses, by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
GoVenture along with a computer projector, an interactive whiteboard, or audience response system
allows to host a unique and engaging group learning experience.
GoVenture educational games and simulations can be used by an instructor or facilitator at the front
of a class, or on-stage at an event, where the entire audience participates in the learning experience
The audience is a team and the instructor/facilitator acts as the team leader. The team leader
describes the scenario and leads the audience towards making a series of decisions. As decisions are
made, the team leader inputs the decisions into GoVenture.
To gain consensus on each decision, the team leader uses the majority rules approach. PowerPoint
slides are used to help guide each decision (The team leader switches between GoVenture and the
PowerPoint slides as decisions are gathered and inputted). Individual opinions can be solicited by
having the audience shout out their preferences, through a show of hands, or with an audience
response system.
As decisions are made and GoVenture results are triggered, the team leader has several opportunities
to provide commentary and analysis to deepen the learning experience. Once the session is
completed, the learners can dive deeper into GoVenture by playing on individual computers for days
or weeks thereafter.

Methodological summary:
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 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their virtual businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Equity, Business Experience (bXP), Rating, Reputation
 Suggested activity to do next: Visit an actual business / Starting an actual business

Handout for participants
GoVentureWorld
Within this activity you learn how to create an
operating business and how to deal with various
activities within the company: strategic and operating
units, finance department, marketing activities, legal
requirements, world market challenging, etc.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

GoVentureWorld
https://play.goventureworld.com

Your task:
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Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect to the Internet, Think what you need for this
sign up, and play the game. activity.

STEP 1

https://play.goventureworld.com

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Choose your company Keep in mind what you have
name, location and brand, learnt on entrepreurship.
and
begin
your
entrepreneurial
adventures.

STEP 2

Assessment…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let Useful tips and theoretical
the coach give you feedback input by the coach.
on your actions during the
game.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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GoVenture World gameplay is a radical departure from existing educational-focused virtual worlds,
which tend to be primarily driven by avatar meeting spaces, virtual goods, minigames, and multiple
choice interaction. GoVenture World gameplay is designed to keep players engaged in high-level
thinking, decision making, and with each other, instead of the technology.
GoVenture World is designed to fill a gap in the marketplace. A vast number of people worldwide are
interested in entrepreneurship, business, and financial literacy. Few will have the opportunity to run
their own real businesses and, as a result, never gain the potentially life-shaping wisdom that comes
from doing so. GoVenture World offers an alternative. Moreover, it represents a significant innovation
in how learning is delivered.
GoVenture World is specifically designed to deliver business, finance, and life experience that is as
authentic as to what can be gained in the real world. The thinking, decision making, and collaboration
that players undertake in GoVenture World are the same as what people experience in the day-to-day
world of business: producing, pricing, and selling products, negotiating agreements, communicating,
competing, and collaborating with others, and much more. Players are actually doing these activities
for their own virtual businesses, instead of just reading about them in a textbook or case study.
http://www.goventureworld.com
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Activity 4: Entrepreneur Quiz
This activity wants to test what kind of potential entrepreneurs the learners could be through a
quiz that helps them assess their fit to run a business, from personality preferences perspective.

Abstract:
This activity aims at stimulating the curiosity of the learners by testing their attitude towards being
an entrepreneur and, in particular, towards understanding what kind of entrepreneur they could
be in a real business environment.

Entrepreneur Quiz
http://www.humanmetrics.com/entrepreneur
Topic:
type of entrepreneur
Basic skills:
suitable business size, entrepreneur types
Keywords:
entrepreneurial education, entrepreneur quiz
Cost:
Free
Duration:
6 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 discover the most suitable business size
 learn about entrepreneur types, including strong and weak points, necessary steps for
success, and examples of favourable occupations these types are likely to succeed as
entrepreneurs.
 discover useful resources, such as search of franchises

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to entrepreneur typology and the different business
size:
 understanding entrepreneur types depending on the personality fit standpoint
 matching the type of entrepreneurs to the right business size.
Knowledge
If the nature of the business the learner pursues does not match up their entrepreneur type, they run
the risk of losing their business, the money and effort they have invested, never mind the frustration
and loss of self-confidence they will feel.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Entrepreneur Quiz
This is a quiz-based learning activity that allows learners to test their personality traits. The amount of
time required to make the quiz is approximately 6 minutes.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page www.humanmetrics.com, click on
Entrepreneur Quiz and follow the instructions.
Let them know what the task of this activity is: "Test your personality to understand what kind of
entrepreneur you are”
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Implementation of activity
1)

2)

Once entered the page, the learners complete the quiz free of charge. For each statement, the
learner should select a response that best describes their personality most of the time and in
most situations. There is no right or wrong answer. Selecting an uppercase "YES" means strong
agreement, and checking a lowercase "yes" means moderate agreement. Likewise, selecting an
uppercase "NO" means strong disagreement, and checking a lowercase "no" means moderate
disagreement. Selecting "uncertain" means they do not feel strongly either way about the given
situation. The learner can skip a question but it is necessary to answer at least 25 questions for
a reliable result.
Once the quiz is completed, the learnt will discover what kind of entrepreneur they could be
among 9 different categories: Business Leader, Business Leader of Technology, Artisan,
Innovative Manager, Freelancer, Franchisee, Executive Manager, Home Business Entrepreneur,
Analyst. Moreover, it will be possible to determine the business size most suitable for them:
small, medium, or large – in terms of number of employees, clients, volume of communications
and operations.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)
2)

The activity is considered to be a success if the learners answer all questions, discover
entrepreneur types, and the best businesses scale for them.
Incite learners to read entrepreneur descriptions including strong and weak points, tips for
success in business tailored to each entrepreneur type, examples of favourable occupations
these types are likely to succeed as entrepreneurs, and encourage them to use the learning
diaries to reflect the learning experience of this activity.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners can be
entrepreneurs, by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their hypothetical businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: QEAS entrepreneur
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and ask them how they understood
their attitude to be business men/women and how they opt for a certain size of business

Handout for participants
Entrepreneur Quiz
Within this activity, you learn about your personality
traits, your attitude towards being an entrepreneur,
what types of entrepreneur fit better your personality,
and the size of business that could fit your propensity.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Entrepreneur Quiz
http://www.humanmetrics.com/
entrepreneur
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, go Think what you need for
to humanmetrics.com, select this activity.
the Entrepreneur quiz, and
start playing.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer all the questions and Keep in mind what you have
get the results. Read the learnt on entrepreneurs.
description that corresponds
to your personality, and
reflect if it could merge with
your hypothetical business.

STEP 2

Assessement…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress, and let Useful tips and theoretical
the coach give you feedback input by the coach.
on your actions during the
quiz.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 5: Risk Attitude Profiler QUIZ
This activity wants to assess learners’ attitude towards risk and uncertainty, through a quiz that
identifies the strength of two opposing psychological qualities: aspiration for emotional order,
peace and safety, on the one hand, and the need for a dynamic life, constant excitement, and risktaking on the other. The specific balance between them determines the person’s character, their
lifestyle, and, to a larger extent, the outcome of their life.

Abstract:
This activity aims at stimulating the curiosity of the learners, by testing their attitude towards risktaking.

Risk Attitude Profiler QUIZ
http://www.humanmetrics.com/risk-taking
Topic:
a qualitative measure of risk propensity
Basic skills:
personal risk types (including strengths and weaknesses), risk index
Keywords:
risk propensity, risk appetite, risk tolerance, or risk aversion, risk index
Cost:
Free
Duration:
Around 15 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 discover qualitative description of their Risk Propensity Index and Risk Attitudes Profile.
 learn about risk attitudes, basic risk types, and risk propensity index.
 find useful recommendations on personal growth.
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to learners’ needs and inclination toward risk taking:
 understanding learners’ propensity for risk and their actual lifestyle, choice of occupation, goals,
and ways to achieve them
 identifying the balance between the needs for risk and stability
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity about:
 quantitative measure (Risk Propensity Index) of learners' personal balance
 identification of seven basic or “archetypal” risk types
 determining that person’s behaviour in the society, their ambition, daring and ability to
overcome obstacles

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Risk Attitude Profiler QUIZ
This is a quiz-based learning activity that allows learners to test their personality traits. The amount of
time required to complete the quiz is approximately 15 minutes.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page www.humanmetrics.com, click on
Risk Attitudes Profiler Quiz, and follow the instructions.
Let them know what the task of this activity is: "Test your personality to understand what kind of risk
attitude you have”
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Implementation of activity
1) Once entered the page, the learners complete the quiz free of charge. For each statement,
the learner can select one or two options they agree with the most. It is possible to skip a
question if it does not apply to the learner – but for a reliable result, it is necessary to
answer at least 20 questions.
2) Once the quiz is completed, the learners discover what kind of risk attitude profile fits their
personality: Moralist, Toiler, Rational, Energetic, Authoritarian, Inspired, Adventurer.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered to be a success if the participants answer all questions, discover
risk attitudes types, and the balance to pursue the objective.
2) Incite learners to read risk profiler descriptions including strong and weak points, tips for
success, and qualitative measure of risk propensity.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners can
take decisions that imply risks, by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their hypothetical situation in a business reality, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to take or avoid risks.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: personal propensity to risks
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and traders and ask them how they
manage their attitude to risks in a situation that differs to their propensity

Handout for participants
Risk Attitude Profilers Quiz
Within this activity, you learn about your personality,
your propensity to risks, how to manage different
situations, how to react to conflicts, and how to balance
your psychological qualities.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Risk Attitude Profilers Quiz
http://www.humanmetrics.com/risktaking
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Your task:
69

Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect to the Internet, go Think what you need for
to humanmetrics.com, select this activity.
the Risk Attitude Profilers
Quiz, and start answering the
questions.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer all the questions and Keep in mind what you have
get the results. Read the learnt on entrepreneurs.
description that corresponds
to your personality, and
reflect if it could merge with
your hypothetical business.

STEP 2

Assessement…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress, and let Useful tips and theoretical
the coach give you feedback input by the coach.
on your actions during the
quiz.

STEP 3

Yours Notes:
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Activity 6: Test your skills Quizzes
This activity wants to test different skills. There are 12 different categories to assess that are
important for entrepreneurs. The skill areas to evaluate are the following: Get started with mind
tools, team management, leadership skills, strategy tools, problem solving, decision making,
project management, time management, stress management, communication skills, creativity
tools and career skills. With this variety of quizzes, the learners will be free to choose the skill they
want to evaluate the most. However, learners should be aware that all tests are not free of charge,
there are only 3 free articles available. It is recommended to take the first one (getting started>Test
your skills). To access other tests, learners need to be a club member, which means all quizzes are
only available in full within the Mind Tools Club (not for free).

Abstract:
This activity aims at stimulating the curiosity of the learners, by testing their different skills needed
to be an entrepreneur and, in particular, to understand the 21st century skills, what are the
qualities, experiences, attitudes and skills (QEAS) of an Entrepreneur, and how to develop them.

Entrepreneurship quizzes to test your skills:
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/main/SelfTestsIndex.htm
Topic:
test your skills
Basic skills:
21st century skills
Keywords:
entrepreneurial skills
Cost:
Free
Duration:
5 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 learn the essential skills needed to be an exceptional leader, a valued team member, and an
outstanding contributor in the workplace
 test your skills and identify your strengths
 find the resources that will help you most

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Test your skills Quizzes
This is a quiz-based learning activity that allows learners to test the essential skills they need to have
in order to be an exceptional leader, a valued team member, and an outstanding contributor in the
workplace. The amount of time required to complete this free quiz is five minutes. If the learners want
to try other functions, they can join the Mind Tools Club (not for free). In this case, the time required
is determined by each learner, depending on the skills they want to evaluate.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page https://www.mindtools.com, click
on Learning formats > quizzes, and browse by category> Getting Started (Test your Skills).
Let them know what kind of skills you want to evaluate by clicking on the link of one of the 12 skills
(remember that there are only three free articles available).
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Implementation of activity
Once entered the page, the learners complete this first quiz free of charge. They take this short quiz
to test their different 21st century skills. Their answers will show them if they need to improve. If so,
they will be directed to some great resources that will help them. For each statement, the learner
should click the button in the column that best describes them. They should choose the answers that
reflect them as they are, rather than how they think they should be. They should not worry if some
questions seem to score in the “wrong direction”. When they’ve finished, they have to click the
“Calculate My Total” button at the bottom of the test. There are 15 statements to answer, they should
select a response that best describes them most of the time and in most situations. There is no right
or wrong answer. There is a likert scale test where respondents rate their level of agreement. The
choices range from “not at all” to “very often”. It is necessary to answer at least 15 questions for a
reliable result.
Once the quiz is completed, the learner will use their score in the five areas to decide where to start
building their skills. The five areas are: leadership and management, problem solving and decision
making, communication skills, time management and personal mastery.
In all areas, the learner can discover different recommendations to improve their skills.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

The activity is considered to be a success if the participants answer all questions, understand
the skills that they will need to succeed in the 21st century, and discover the resources that
will help improve their skills.

2)

Incite learners to read about 21st century skills descriptions, including the key skills needed to
manage a team, how to improve your communication skills and manage your time better, and
how to make good choices for your future (you'll be that much further ahead when it comes
to the other skills areas that we've already looked at.)

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, your scores in the five areas can be used to decide
where to start building your skills (you should focus on the lowest scoring areas).
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their hypothetical businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: QEAS, 21st century skills
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and ask them what were the skills
they needed most to set up their business and why.

Handout for participants
Test your skills Quizzes
Within this activity, you will learn about the essential
skills you need to be an exceptional leader, a valued
team member, and an outstanding contributor in the
workplace.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Get Started With Mind Tools Quiz
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article
/get-started.htm
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, go to Think what you need for
this activity.
https://www.mindtools.com,
select Learning Formats >
Quizzes > Getting Started >
Test your Skills and find out
with this five-minute quiz!

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer all questions and get Keep in mind what you
st
results ('Calculate my total'). have learnt on 21
Use your scores in the century skills.
following five areas to decide
where to start building your
skills.

STEP 2

Tip: Concentrate on the lowest
scoring areas, read below for a
more detailed definition of the
skills, and some tips for
emphasizing your soft skills.

Assessement…
Notes on Step 3
tips
and
This website teaches you the Useful
skills you need for a happy and theoretical input by the
successful career; and this is website.
just one of many tools and
resources that you'll find at
Mind Tools. Subscribe to their
free newsletter, or join the
Mind Tools Club (not for free),
and really supercharge your
career.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 7: Fixed and Growth Mindset
This activity wants to introduce the principles of fixed and growth mindsets that influence our daily
behaviour. Mindset is the established set of attitudes held by someone, that are essential in the
life of an entrepreneur.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to practice with, learn and talk about different mindsets,
and how they affect our day-to-day lives. Having a core understanding of these principles will give
the learners a real-life tool to tackle their daily challenges. Mindset is the key to achieving business
success.

Source: Freedom in Thought
Topic:
mindset concepts
Basic skills:
self-confidence, persistence, personal leadership
Keywords:
entrepreneurial skills, mindset, personal growth
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1,5 to 2 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are related to:





understanding the principles of fixed and growth mindset
getting insight in previous and present mindset
giving tools to work on mindset
beginning to build the belief that you are the deciding factor of your entrepreneurial journey

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to mindset principles:
 reflecting on past and present mindset
 planning to work on growth mindset
Competences
This activity wants the students to be competent enough to understand mindset principles:
 analysing behaviour
 personal leadership
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use the knowledge they acquired in order to
change their mindset and shift towards a growth mindset:





How to start applying concepts of a growth mindset
How to reflect on their mindsets
How to overcome obstacles in thinking
How to grow yourself

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Fixed and Growth Mindset
This activity on Fixed and Growth mindset will help the learners reflect on their previous and present
mindset. They become aware of their mindset, and they will be able to see if they have a fixed or a
growth mindset. From that point on, they can start working on the shift from fixed to growth. In
addition, the learners can see on which aspects of life the learner has a growth mindset, and how that
may be translated to the other more fixed aspects.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the learners need to have a flipover A3 (or other material), and an
assortment of pens to write down their thoughts.

Implementation of activity
1)

Introduce the Fixed and Growth mindset.

2)

Ask learners to work in groups and write down as many examples as possible of a Fixed
mindset.

3)

After the brainwriting, in which everyone writes for themselves, the groups share their
favourite examples and explain why they think they are good examples of that mindset.

4)

Facilitate discussion on the topic of Fixed mindset.

5)

Repeat the activity for the Growth mindset.

6)

Facilitate discussion on the topic of Growth Mindset.

7)

Ask the groups to try and transform the fixed mindset examples into growth mindset
examples.

8)

Present the best examples per group.

9)

Facilitate final discussion with all learners, discuss what these examples mean for the
groups' future activities, and how to translate it to real life/business.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

The activity is a success if the participants can reflect on their previous and present
mindsets, and practice with transforming fixed to growth mindset.

2)

Incite learners to use learning diaries to write down their thoughts, reflections and
aspirations.

3)

Ask the learners to provide constructive feedback on the activity.

Follow up
The trainers provide the learners with useful examples of the fixed and growth mindset. After the
activity is over, the learners will need to practice their ability of transforming their fixed mindset into
a growth one.
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Methodological summary:
80

 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Test evaluation: the trainer will check with the learners if they have
challenges/problems/attitudes they are stuck in and can’t seem to get out. By the end of the
activity the trainer will do a post check to see if the learners have been able to gain the skill of
transforming their mindset to break through being stuck.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to inform the learners about the differences in mindsets. To give a better
understanding to the learners, the trainer can provide examples of both mindsets. This will
help the learners to practice and for further application.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, work space, etc.
 Resources/ materials needed: flip overs, pens (and a whiteboard would be good to take notes
for the trainer or to show something to the group)
 Motivation drivers for learners: overcoming obstacles, developing entrepreneurial skills,
gaining knowledge.
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions

Handout for participants
Fixed and Growth Mindset
Within this activity, you learn the basics of Fixed and
Growth mindset, and how to apply them to your own
life or business. With this knowledge, you will be able
to overcome obstacles and grow as a person and
business.
Required Material
 Paper and pen
 Digital platform of Self-Regenerate with
internet connection and notebook

Source: Freedom in Thought

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Create a small group of Think what you need for this
learners and get your activity.
flipover and pens ready.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Write down examples on Keep in mind what you have
Fixed mindset, pick out your learnt on mindsets.
favourite examples, and
present them.

STEP 2

Source: domaregroup.com

Do the same for Growth
mindset.

The finish…
STEP 3
Reflect on your learning,
discuss with the group, and
take notes in your learning
diaries.
Source: Self-reflection

Notes on Step 3

Your Notes:
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Source: https://www.lean.org/leanpost/Posting.cfm?LeanPostId=453

Activity 8: Goal setting
This activity wants to provide learners with an understanding and experience regarding goal
setting. The learners will have to set goals on a personal and professional level in their lives.
Without goals, their (business) dreams will stay dreams.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to practice goal setting. Through an exercise, the learners
have already applied goal setting and they can start making plans to act on them.

Source: FitFeelsGood
Topic:
Goal setting
Basic skills:
goal setting, planning, resourcefulness
Main factors:
goal setting
Keywords:
goals, planning, strengths, weaknesses, network
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1 hour
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 enhance learners' understanding of strategy and planning for success
 have a better understanding of the importance of goal setting
 provide learners with the tool(s) to make goal setting a part of their lives as entrepreneurs
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to goal setting concepts:
 planning
 creating strategy
 using and expanding network

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 plan for their success (as entrepreneurs)
 visualise their resources and make use of them
 use their imagination for setting goals
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how:
 they can apply a goal setting technique
 they can plan to obtain their goals
 putting their goals, plans and action on paper can support their entrepreneurship

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Goal Setting
This activity can support the learners in setting goals, becoming more resourceful, more aware of their
own strengths and weaknesses, and planning for their (business) success.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the supporting material needs to be printed. It is distributed in the
classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is:
“Understanding and practicing goal setting for success.''
1) Print out the supporting material and bring pens for the learners.
2) Prepare the workspace in which you will be doing the activity, and let the learners work in
pairs.

Implementation of activity
1)

Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone.
Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the participants. Explain
each step's topic before working on it.

2)

The participants work, on the given worksheet, on their:
1. Goals
2. Present situation
3. Strategy
Each step (1 through 3) will be done and discussed in pairs.
Step 1 is setting goals for the future. Preferably SMART goals.
Step 2 is reflecting on the present situation.
Step 3 is defining a strategy to reach the goals in step 1. The strategy is based on what is
missing between step 1 and 2.

3)

A discussion about the process of setting goals, reflecting on present situation and deciding a
strategy. What is difficult and what is easy?

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)
2)

The activity is a success if the participants can set goals, reflect on their present situation, and
define their strategy for obtaining the goals.
Incite learners to use their learning diaries to reflect on their learnings, and write down
thoughts.
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Follow up
The coach provides useful advice and theoretical input to the learners to help their learning process.
Furthermore, they provide examples of when goal setting works and when it does not work.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Qualitative evaluation: the learners give a testimonial of their learnings and explain the
differences from pre to post activity.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to inform the learners about goal setting and why it is essential to business.
To give a better understanding to the learners, the trainer can provide examples of goal setting
(in business). This will help the learners practice and for further application.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, work space, etc.
 Resources/ materials needed: working sheets, pens (and a whiteboard would be good to take
notes for the trainer or to show something to the group)
 Motivation drivers for learners: planning and strategy, developing entrepreneurial skills,
gaining knowledge.
 Suggested activity to do next: rapid prototyping or SDG’s.

Handout for participants
Goal Setting
Within this activity you learn how to set goals, reflect
on your present situation, and define a strategy for
success.
Required Material
 Worksheets
 Pens

Source: FitFeelsGood
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Using the worksheet, Think what you would
write down your goals define as a success.
and discuss with your
partner.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Using the worksheet, Be specific.
write down your present
situation, and discuss
with your partner.

STEP 2

Source: domaregroup.com
Notes on Step 3
Using the worksheet, Use your partner well.
write down your strategy
and discuss with your
partner.

STEP 3

Source: Tim Warre

The finish…
STEP 4
Share your process of
goal setting with the
others.

Source: Classcraft

Notes on Step 4

Your Notes:
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Goal Setting Worksheet
90

2. Present

3. Strategy

1. Goals (Future)

Where do I stand now?
What am I busy with?
What obstacles am I experiencing?
What is going well??

What do I (still) need?
Who do I (still) need?
What should I do more of?
What should I do less of?

What are my goals?
What do I want in the future?
What do I want to work
towards?

Activity 9: Rapid Prototyping
This activity wants to introduce Rapid Prototyping. Rapid Prototyping lets learners start a business
in a short period of time. This is a great way to train the brainstorming of the learners, but also to
promote their decision-making process. Quick decisions need to be made to come to an end result.
In addition, the learners need to accept that they cannot work on perfection in a rapid prototype.
In their life, they can be so focused on perfection, and this exercise shows that the process is more
important. Prototyping serves to provide specifications for a real, working system rather than a
theoretical one.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to get a (first) taste of starting a business. The process of
understanding, ideation, prototyping, and validating can be run through within a short period of
time.

Source: XPRIZE
Topic:
Rapid Prototyping
Basic skills:
creative thinking, prototyping, ideating, problem solving
Main factors:
from idea to business
Keywords:
rapid, prototyping, business, creativity
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1,5 to 2 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 boost creative thinking
 practice starting a business
 introduce a tool for learners to start business rapidly
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to:
 opportunity spotting
 development of idea generating
 prototyping
 creative thinking and decision making

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 generate ideas rapidly
 understand the benefits of rapid prototyping
 think creatively with the provided resources
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to:
 create enterprises that can be scalable with limited resources
 generate ideas for enterprises
 use their creative thinking more practically

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Rapid Prototyping
This is an interactive learning workshop on Rapid Prototyping.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the supporting material needs to be printed out. It is distributed in the
classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is:
“Practice starting an enterprise with limited resources". Thereby, using the creative thinking the
learners have.
1) Print out the supporting material
2) Prepare yourself by researching rapid
designabetterbusiness.com gives good insight.

prototyping

online.

The

website

3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials (flipcharts, scissors, paper, handouts etc.).

Implementation of activity
1) Be clear about the task of the activity, and reassure yourself that it is understood by
everyone. Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the
participants.
2) The learners need to be put into groups of 4-5 people. They are given a piece of paper with
information for the task at hand. For example, the paper tells the group they have 1,000
euros and a bicycle. This is their business case. From here on, they need to create an
enterprise using only the 1,000 euros and the bicycle. Each group could have the same
resources, but the resources can also be different. For example, one group could have 500
euros and a car. Be creative and add variety!
3) A discussion will take place about all the business cases. Each group will present their
business case and the other groups will give feedback on the presentation.
4) A final discussion can take place about the importance, examples, and pros and cons of
Rapid Prototyping, including feedback from the learners on the exercise.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is a success if the participants can create an enterprise with the limited
resources given.
2) The learners present their business idea and receive feedback on it.
3) Incite learners to use a journal to keep track of their ideas, thoughts, and feedback.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: Information should briefly be provided on the working method followed by
people working in groups
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Participation evaluation: the completion of the task is most important to this acitivity. The
groups have started a fictional business and presented it to the group.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to inform the learners about prototyping and the double loop of
designabetterbusiness.com to give a better understanding to the learners on the essence of
(rapid) prototyping. The trainers can show videos on prototyping and the double loop on
Youtube to give inspiration.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, work space, etc.
 Resources/ materials needed: flipovers for brainstorm, working sheets with the task, pens (and
a whiteboard would be good to take notes for the trainer or to show something to the group)
 Motivation drivers for learners: learn to test (and fail) quickly to get better understanding of
the customer needs, experience starting a business.

Handout for participants
Rapid Prototyping
Within this activity, you learn how to create an
enterprise with minimal resources. You will go through
the double loop (understanding, ideation, prototyping,
and validating) of a business in a rapid succession.
Required Material
 Pieces of paper with the resources
 Flipover for brainstorming
 Pens

Source: XPRIZE
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Using the information sheet You may only use these
given, create an enterprise. resources, but you can use
Together with your group, them however you would
like.
brainstorm ideas, and create
a presentation.

STEP 1

Source: Smallbusinessforum.co

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Present your business idea Present with your entire
to the rest of the group for group.
feedback.

STEP 2

Source: Presentation

The finish…
STEP 3
Have a final discussion with
the entire group on Rapid
Prototyping and all the
business cases.

Source: icebreakerideas.com

Notes on Step 3

Your Notes:
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Supporting material instruction for the coach
As a coach, you will give this supporting material to your learners. With only these resources, the
learners will need to build a business. They can think about:
-

How will you generate money?
Who will be your customers?
What kind of customer relationship will you build?
What will be the main cost?
Who will be your partners?
Which problems are you solving?
Which channels do you use to reach their customers?
Which activities do you do?

You can modify the resources below. Be creative, as you are asking of the learners.

RAPID PROTOTYPING
As a learner, you will create a business using only the resources below.
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Activity 10: Sustainable Development Goals Learning
This activity wants to introduce the United Nations established Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) to raise awareness of them and the entrepreneurship opportunities they bring. In addition,
the learners will practice with starting a business through the SDG’s and by application of the
Business Model Canvas.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to become more aware of the United Nations SDG’s.
Through raising awareness and discussion, the learners can more easily connect to one (or more)
of the SDG’s and take action.

Source: United Nations
Topic:
Sustainable Development Goals and entrepreneurship
Basic skills:
opportunity spotting, creative thinking
Keywords:
United Nations, SDG’s, entrepreneurship
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1,5 to 3 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are:
 raise awareness on United Nations and SDG’s
 inspire entrepreneurial ideas
 introduce a tool for enterprises
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to:
 opportunity spotting
 development of idea generating
 combining fields
 critical thinking

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 generate ideas (related to the global goals)
 understand the workings of opportunity spotting
 think critically about challenges that are face by the UN
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to:
 create meaningful enterprises that contribute to the SDG’s
 generate ideas for enterprises
 combine multiple goals, causes or ideas
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Sustainable Development Goals
This is an interactive learning workshop on the Sustainable Development goals of the United Nations.
This workshop can foster enterprise ideas, and also bring meaningful business to the minds of the
learners.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the supporting material needs to be printed out. It is distributed in the
classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is: "Foster
enterprise ideas and generate meaningful businesses".
1) Print out the supporting material and prepare scissors so that the students can cut out the
pictures.
2) Prepare yourself with internet resources on the SDG's, and find local networks of the SDG's.
Local communities often work on the SDG's and have examples of great businesses in
there.
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials (flipcharts, scissors, paper, handouts etc.).

Implementation of activity
1) Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by
everyone. Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the
participants.
2) The learners are shown video resources on the SDG's of the United Nations. Also the
learners are given instructions on the Business Model Canvas, which will later on be used
to give visualisation to their ideas.
3) The learners form groups, pick one or two (or more) SDG's they want to focus on, and start
the brainstorming process.
4) After the brainstorming, the learners will fill in one (or more) Business Model Canvas with
their business idea related to the SDG's.
5) The learners present their business ideas to the rest of the group and receive feedback
from the others.
6) A discussion about the business ideas and the process of creation will be done with the
entire group.
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Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is a success if the participants can understand the SDG's and their influence on
our nations.
2) The activity is successful if the learners can also generate a business idea and present it.
3) Incite learners to use a journal to write down their ideas, thoughts, and feedback.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by group work and group
discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Participation evaluation: the leaners will be evaluated on the basis of having made a business
case related to one or more SDG’s, and doing a presentation on the business idea
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to inform the learners about the Business Model Canvas and the SDG’s. To
give a better understanding to the learners, the trainer can provide examples of businesses
that started with an SDG (examples online). This will help the learners to practice and for
further application.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, work space, etc.
 Resources/ materials needed: flip overs, pens (and a whiteboard would be good to take notes
for the trainer or to show something to the group)
 Motivation drivers for learners: learn about starting a business, practice creative thinking, spot
opportunities.
 Suggested activity to do next: Business English, Pitching or Rapid prototyping.

Handout for participants
Sustainable Development Goals
Within this activity you learn how to use the United
Nation's SDG's to create a meaningful enterprise.
Required Material
 Flipovers
 Pens
 Video on BMC and SDG's

Source: United Nations
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Get into groups to work on Think what you find
important in the world.
your enterprise.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Using the BMC, create a Prepare for a presentation!
business idea related to one
or more SDG's. Prepare for a
presentation and tell about
the creation process.

STEP 2

Source: United Nations

STEP 3

Notes on Step 3

Present your business idea!

Source: Presentation

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
each
other’s
Have a final discussion with Support
business
development.
the entire group.

STEP 4

Source: Classcraft
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Your Notes:
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Activity 11: EDUardo
This activity wants to introduce the use of simulation games to teach general business concepts
and gain business skills.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to learn how to analyse the basic elements of business
operation by managing their own virtual company in a round-based environment.

EDUardo
https://edu-simulation.com/
Topic:
entrepreneurship, business development
Basic skills:
entrepreneurship, strategic thinking, communication, business development skills
Keywords:
business, strategy, entrepreneurship
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to students’ needs
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are related to learners:
 taking risks, thinking ahead, and adapting to the current situations and opportunities
 making sales and development efforts in order to reach a higher company value at the end of
the simulation
 being able to present their achievements to their peers and coaches to test their
communication skills
 needing to see the complexity of the corporate world, and making strategic decisions in each
simulation round
 needing to revise their strategy according to inside and outside events that affect the
simulation
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to business learning skills:
 Business skills
 Analytical skills
 Decision making skills
 Strategic thinking

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to create and run their own business:
 Business planning
 Corporate finance
 Entrepreneurship
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how business processes work.
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
EDUardo
This is a simulation game-based learning that allows learners to experience real challenges in a safe,
virtual world, and gain business skills.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the learners need to visit the website: https://edu-simulation.com/, and
start playing.

Implementation of activity
Learners should play the simulation themselves, so the experimental learning takes place. The role of
the coach needs to be passive.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
Feedback is the stage where decisions are automatically and continuously given to the learners, as the
simulation proceeds, thus the purpose of having feedback sessions is mainly to facilitate their
conceptualization of the simulated environment and the strengthening of the learning experience.
Learners are competing against each other, and their performances may be compared to stimulate
their interest and motivation.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their virtual businesses.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space.
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, internet connection, keyword, mouse.
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: to start a real business.

Handout for participants
EDUardo
Within this activity you learn how to analyse the basic
elements of business operation, by managing your own
virtual company in a round-based environment.
Required Material





Computer
Internet connection
Keyboard
Mouse

EDUardo
https://edu-simulation.com/
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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STEP 1
Use your computer
connect to the Internet.

Consider…
to What do you want to achieve
with this game?

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Watch video about the Which topics interest you
EDUardo simulation game the most? What skills would
you like to improve?
before you start playing.

STEP 2

Video about EDUardo simulation
https://youtu.be/EBxDs-SX9Xc

STEP 3
Start playing the game.

Notes on Step 3
What is your goal in this
game?

EDUardo
https://edu-simulation.com/

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
Get feedback from the What have you learnt? What
coach. Discuss the achieved skills and knowledge have
you gained from this game?
results.

STEP 4

Your Notes:
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Activity 12: Mind map
Mind mapping is a highly effective way of getting information in and out of your brain. Mind
mapping is a creative and logical means of note-taking and note-making that literally "maps out"
your ideas.

Abstract:
A Mind Map is a visual thinking tool that can be applied to all cognitive functions, especially
memory, learning, creativity, and analysis.

Topic:
mind visualization
Basic skills:
creativity, analysis, critical thinking
Keywords:
technique, ideas, visualization, mind map
Cost:
Free
Duration:
Depending on how long it takes the learner to create a mind map
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:

















improve capacity to explore detailed snippets of information
help to improve memory, retention, and comprehension of information
help to organise information into easy to remember chunks
help to reduce mental clutter, cope with information overload, and overwhelm
stimulate the imagination and encourage creative insights and ideas
help to enhance the level of focus and concentration while working or studying
help to expand ability to take effective, better organized, and more comprehensive notes
make learning and organising information fun and exciting, which subsequently strengthens
students’ interest in the subject matter
help to accelerate ability to solve complex problems
help to unlock hidden understandings within information chunks
help to unlock unexpected creative insights and ideas
help you save time while working, studying or learning
help to define goals, ideas and actions more clearly
help to trigger creative associations between seemingly unrelated bits of information
improve memory
foster creativity

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 strategic planning
 collaboration
 ideation
Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough for:
 brainstorming and refining a business idea
 business planning
 decisions making
 anticipating potential threats or risks
 planning sales & marketing strategy
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Knowledge
The learners have knowledge at the end of this activity related to:
 management
 visual learning
 business planning
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Mind map
This mind mapping-based learning allows learners to visualise their thoughts. This method is also a
great way to categorise and organise ideas.

Preparation of activity
For information on how to draw mind map step-by-step, please
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/drawing-a-mind-map-from-start-to-finish/

see

here:

Learners can use online Mind map, and sign in here: https://miro.com/mind-mapsoftware/?fbclid=IwAR12Nu0VXmGGHN7PFu-7a-HhkjjF5IN-SGeQZ8YA_82VAN6kQSAtzKNB6j4

Implementation of activity
Here are several quick guidelines to help you get started drawing your very first mind map:
1) Take out a large sheet of paper and place it horizontally in front of you.
2) Draw a reasonably sized (coloured) memorable central image that represents the topic you
are going to be mapping. Alternatively, draw a circle and write some words inside the circle
to represent that image.
3) Draw at least four thick organic looking branches radiating outwards from the central image.
Using a different color for each branch is helpful.
4) Write keywords (headings) along these branches that represent the central image and the
topic you are mapping.
5) Draw additional branches that extend from your main branches. The words on these branches
are sub-topics of the words you wrote on your main branches.
6) Keep expanding the mind map outwards with additional sub sub-topics/keywords and
branches.
7) Refer to the mind mapping rules presented in the next section to help improve your memory
and recall the information you are mapping.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.
Follow up
The coach provides useful advice and theoretical input.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from mind maps they have made.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer or paper and pens, Internet connection (optional),
keyboard (optional), mouse (optional).
 Motivation drivers for learners: talent badges, update of said badges
 Suggested activity to do next: to draw mind map for your own business idea.

Handout for participants
Mind map
This activity allows you to visualise your thoughts. This
method is also a great way to categorise and organise
ideas.
Required Material
 Paper and pen
 Computer (Internet connection, keyboard,
mouse) - optional
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Read the information What topic will you
on how to draw a mind develop?
map step-by-step.

STEP 1

http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/drawinga-mind-map-from-start-to-finish/

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Use the online Mind How can this method
help you as you build
map, and sign in.
your business?
OR

STEP 2

Online Mind map
https://miro.com/mind-mapsoftware/?fbclid=IwAR12Nu0VXmGGHN7PFu7a-HhkjjF5INSGeQZ8YA_82VAN6kQSAtzKNB6j4

On a sheet of paper,
write a word inside a
circle, and expand this
word like the branches
of a tree.

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Use the learning diaries The coach will provide
to reflect on the useful advice and
learning experience of theoretical input.
this activity.

STEP 3

Yours Notes:
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Activity 13: Dystopian business simulator -The Founder
This activity wants to introduce the use of business simulators, and to open creativity and
imagination.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to open their minds, think about both sides of the business
(profit and employees’ satisfaction), evaluate the impact they create to the society, and do it in an
interactive virtual environment.

Source: thefounder.biz
Topic:
entrepreneurial concept
Basic skills:
HR management, decision - making, problem solving
Keywords:
start-up development, entrepreneurial skills
Cost:
Free
Duration:
From 30 minutes to no limit
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 provide understanding on start-up culture
 introduce different leadership styles
 motivate future entrepreneurial concepts
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 Decision making
 Management behaviour
 Strategic thinking
Competences
We want the students to be competent enough to:
 understand entrepreneurship concepts
 have critical thinking
 have empathy
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use the knowledge they acquired in order to start
their own business:
 How to start a business from zero
 How to innovate
 How to make decisions
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Dystopian business simulator - The Founder
This is a dystopian business simulator that allows learners to experience real interactive situations in
a simulated real world. They can play the game from 30 minutes to an unlimited time, it depends on
their ability. It is recommended to solve one challenge during one play. The game has no end. Learners
can simulate as many situations as they want.
Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, learners need to connect to the game online using the link:
https://thefounder.biz/. The task of the activity is: “Create your own startup”.

Implementation of activity
1)
2)

Learners create the name of their startup, and choose the type of business they want to
launch.
Learners need to follow what the game mentor is saying in the game. It is a guided game
by an online mentor.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is a success if the participants are able to earn virtual money, and make
employees happy.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this
activity.
Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners created
and developed their businesses by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions. We recommend a classroom-based training. In this case, the coaches will
facilitate the training process on a step-by-step basis. Both coach and learner can start the
discussion throughout the training and game related issues/questions could be explained on
the spot in a face-to-face discussion.
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from virtual startup.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: online account/access
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: profit earned, products developed, happy employees

Handout for participants
Dystopian business simulator - The Founder
Within this activity, you learn how to create your
startup, how to develop the product, how to make
decisions, and how to make employees happy. The
tutorial is in the game, guided by a virtual mentor.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

The Founder: Open for everyone
Source: thefounder.biz
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Using a laptop or PC, connect to Think what you need for this
the internet, and open activity.
www.thefounder.biz.
Press:
Play now.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Create the name of your Make insights what you have
startup, and follow what your learnt from your decisions
taken.
virtual mentor is saying.

STEP 2

www.thefounder.biz

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let the Useful tips and theoretical
coach give you feedback on input by the coaches.
your actions during the game.

STEP 3

Source: evaluation icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 14: Brains versus Capital
This activity wants to teach the topic of entrepreneurship in an interactive way and with joy. It’s a
fun way to learn the key principles of business development.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to learn how to design a business model, present it to
others, and get valuable feedback.

Brains versus Capital game
entrepreneurship-campus.org/free-entrepreneurship-game/#
Topic:
entrepreneurial concept
Basic skills:
teamwork, creativity, presentation skills
Keywords:
proof of concept, business concept, business model
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1 to 2 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 develop a very good concept
 test their concept early on
 have proof of the concept
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to learning by intuition, and having fun developing new
unconventional ideas:
 teamwork
 creativity
 presentation skills
Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 have the ability to see the impact of decisions they make
 give a feedback
 work in the team
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use knowledge they acquired in order to evaluate
the business concept:
 techniques for developing an Entrepreneurial Design
 assessment of other ideas
 how to pitch the concept
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Brains versus Capital
The “Brain vs Capital” game creates a forum in which elementary decisions for concept development
and reasons are simulated. The results of these decisions can be seen immediately afterwards. The
game allows learners to actively participate in a game that reflects concept development with a variety
of opportunities and changes.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the supporting material needs to be printed. Divide participants into groups
of 2 to 4 people. The material is distributed in the classroom so that every learner can participate. Let
them know what the task of this activity is: “Develop the business concept".
1) Print out the supporting material and prepare pencils, dices and post-its.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about red, blue, yellow and green cards used
in this activity.
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials (dices, pencils, paper, cards, stopwatch).

Implementation of activity
1) Detailed instructions and tutorial on how to implement the activity are at the end of this
handout.
2) Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone.
Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the learners.
3) The participants prepare their tables and select teams (from 2 to 4 players)
4) All players at the table play together! Not against each other. The game tables could play
against each other.
5) At the beginning, the dice roll decides who becomes CEO and CTO.
6) To start, each team draws a mission card (red). This is the initial idea that will be developed in
the course of the game into a viable concept with components.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered to be a success if the learners are able to develop at least 2 concepts,
and their idea gets customers.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.
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Follow up
This activity is prepared for beginner’s level to get a proof of concept. The ability to see the impact of
decisions learners make in concept development and the realization that start-up knowledge can have
a direct impact on quality of life are a powerful return on investment of the “Brain vs capital” game.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their developed concepts, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, chairs

Handout for participants
Brains versus Capital
Within this activity, you learn how to develop business
concept, test it, and present it to others.
Required Material
 pencil
 notebook

BRAINS versus CAPITAL
Source: entrepreneurshipcampus.org/freeentrepreneurship-game/#
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Choose
your
team. Think what you need for this
Maximum number of team activity.
members is 4.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Choose CEO and CTO, and Keep in mind what you have
on
concept
begin the game. Listen to learnt
development.
the coach’s instructions.
Don’t be afraid to be as
creative as you can. All ideas
are valuable.

STEP 2

Source: Google

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let Keep in mind what you have
on
concept
the coach give you feedback learnt
development.
on your actions during the
game.

STEP 3

Source: evaluation icon

Your Notes:
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‘BRAINS vs CAPITAL’ GAME instructions
 Game instructions: you must read all these rules and contents carefully to prepare for the
activity. Here is the link to the game instructions: https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/Instructions.pdf
 You do not need your own idea to play along. Each table can draw an "initial idea".
 Here is the link to Youtube playlist in which the game is explained in details (with English subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhwaOffVbVWYa_KOkIxJxTGPT2HdGVdj8
 Resources/ materials needed: dice (two), one piece / counter per player, Post-Its (small), pencils,
a stopwatch (use a 1-minute hourglass or watch on the mobile phone).
 Absolutely indispensable: to print all colour cards provided as pdf cards, the game board (front
& back) and the game sheet:
 game board
 https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Game-Board-frontpage.pdf
 https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Game-Board-Backpageold-Proof-of-Concept-Pitch.pdf
 https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Game-Board-BackpageNew-Business-Model-Canvas.pdf
 game sheet https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Game-sheetConcept-Components.pdf
 playing
cards
Mission
(red)
https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/Idea-Cards.pdf
 playing
cards
Concept
(blue)
https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/Concept-Cards.pdf
 playing
cards
Components
(green)
https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/components-cards.pdf
 playing cards Market and Society (yellow – positive and negative)
 https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Market-Cards-positiv.pdf,
 https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Market-Cards-negativ.pdf
 Judging material https://www.entrepreneurship.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Judgeideas.pdf
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: to develop their own idea without prepared situations, thinking
about their own passions and fields of interests.

Downloads https://www.entrepreneurship-campus.org/free-entrepreneurship-game/#
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‘BRAINS vs CAPITAL’ GAME tutorial
The game is split into several phases:
-

In the beginning, every team works on the concept and components phase.
Proof of concept phase where every team works on their presentation/pitch.
Every team presents their concept and through questioning there will be a test in the market
to see who would buy the products and then you find the winner.



Take game board, game sheets, counter per player, some post-it notes, a pen, two dice and
the hourglass or another time tracking device like your mobile.
Every player chooses a color and puts the play figure/counter on the right colored spot as well
as the Idea, the market and society cards, component cards and concept cards. Then the game
is ready and you can start playing.
Normally you play with one dice but when your figure stops on a M field then you take a
specific Market and Society card and you can roll two dices.
Before you begin, you need to decide who will be the CEO and the CTO. Every player rolls the
dice and the one with the highest number becomes the CEO (chief editing officer). He is the
one who writes down all the things on the post-its notes. The player with the smallest number
becomes the CTO (chief time officer). He is the one who watches the time and checks if the
time limit is respected.
This is how a normal round works.
- Roll the one dice and go with your icon on the board game as much steps as your dice
shows. Look in which field you step in (Concept C, Components K, Market&Society M).
Take one card from that field and read what it says. Then the card comes back under the
pile again and the team starts brainstorming for one minute (use selected time tracking
device). The CEO writes all the stuff the team comes up with on the post-its.
- The team writes it down on the post-it notes and collects all the components of the
concept on the left side (Concept) of the game sheet.
- After one minute the next player gets to roll the dice. The player goes with his/her icon
on the game board as much steps as the dice shows. Look in which field the player steps
in and takes a card from the pile in that field. If a player takes a card “Take a break”, then
you don’t need to do anything.
- The next player rolls the dice and looks in which field his/her counter lands. Takes the card
from that field. So the team has one minute to brainstorm and write things down.
- If the player steps into Component K field, the team can collect all the components on the
right side of the game sheet (Komponent)
After you played a couple rounds, the team collects several post-it notes and components on
the game sheet. The next phase begins and it’s called Proof of Concept, where you present
your ideas.
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Turn the game sheet over and on the other side you find information about how to do a pitch
or presentation of the concept. Do it in a way so that children and grandparents can
understand. You should be able to explain your idea in few sentences, what problem is going
on and how to solve it: what do you do, what is the unique selling point, what components
you use; what did you do on your own and does a slogan or even a logo already exists. And
the most important thing is, how much does the product cost.

How do you win the game? Therefore, you should do a little market test. You have several different
concepts, pitches or proof of concepts from different teams. The teams also have to set a price for
their product, so that is comparable to the other products. Then the CEO asks people to raise their
hand if they would buy this or that product for that price. He/she writes down all the answers and
the one who has the newest customers is the winner of Concept and Components.
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Activity 15: Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
This activity wants to introduce the way to create valuable content to promote business.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to understand how the hard work input helps to generate
more income.

Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
Source: tuberfilter.com
Topic:
content creation
Basic skills:
content creation, target audience engagement
Keywords:
visibility, brand development
Cost:
Free (in app purchase optional)
Duration:
From 30 minutes to no limit
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:




give understanding on how to create the content
give understanding on how to engage the audience
motivate future entrepreneurial concepts

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 content creation
 audience engagement
 creative thinking
Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 understand how important visibility is
 create video content
 generate income
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity:





how to use the knowledge they acquired in order to make their business visible
how to create the content
what works the best for audience engagement
how to make themselves different from others
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
While using the mobile game, this activity wants the learners to understand how visibility and
recognition is important for their business. There are trends they need to follow, and it would give
them more understanding on which video they should upload. It all comes down to deciding which
tactic works for them, and how much hard work they need to put in to generate more income.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to download and install the game app to their mobile
phones (iOS or Android). Let them know what the task of this activity is: "Make you visible and attract
viewers".

Implementation of activity
1)
2)

The learners create their account and they begin the game.
They use the new features provided by the game (game is updated permanently).

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

2)

The activity is considered to be a success if the participants are able to attract viewers, earn
money for the duration of the activity, and keep on buying inside the program from virtual
money earned.
Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this
activity.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners created
and developed their content by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
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 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their virtual content, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: mobile phone, internet
 Motivation drivers for learners: viewers engaged, profit earned
 Suggested activity to do next: to create an online social media strategy for their own ideas
(startups)

Handout for participants
Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
Within this activity, you learn how to engage audience,
how to make yourself visible, and to differ from others.
Required Material
 Mobile phone
 Internet connection

Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
Source: tuberfilter.com

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
STEP 1
Connect to the internet, download and install
the game from
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?i
d=com.outerminds.tubular&hl=en.
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Consider…
Think what you
need for this
activity.

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Create your account and begin your adventure. Keep in mind
what you have
Follow the instructions inside the game.
learnt on
audience
engagement.

STEP 2

Pewdiepie’s Tuber Simulator
Source: play.google.com

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress and let the coachgive you Useful tips and
theoretical input
feedback on your actions during the game.
by the coach.

STEP 3

Source: evaluation icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 16: Remember the Future
This activity wants to help learners understand their customers’ definition of success.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to open their minds and helping them understand what
their target audience needs. It enables them to not only understand their customers’ definition of
success, but also their understanding of how that successful outcome happened.

Remember the Future
Source: Innovation Games
Topic:
market needs
Basic skills:
innovation development, customers’ needs analysis, creativity
Keywords:
customer’s needs, innovation development
Cost:
Free
Duration:
From 30 minutes to 1 hour
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 give understanding on what should their product do
 introduce innovation development concept
 motivate future entrepreurial concepts
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 customers‘ needs analysis
 creative thinking
 teamwork

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 understand innovation development concept
 have market understanding
 have empathy
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use knowledge they acquired in order to make
their product different:
 How to understand customers‘ needs
 How to innovate
 How to make their product different from the ones existing in the market
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Remember the Future
This is a team work game which helps learners understand their customers’ definition of success, and
how that successful outcome happened. They are asked to imagine that it is sometime in the future,
and that they’ve been using the product almost continuously between now and that future date (it
could be a month, quarter, year, or, for strategic planning purposes, five years or even a decade - pick
a time frame that is appropriate for your research goals). Later, ask them to go even further - an extra
day, week, month.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the coach needs a few pieces of paper for every group. Paper is distributed
in the classroom so that every learner can participate, divided into product owners and customers (46 participants in one team). Let them know what the task of this activity is: “Understand what your
customers want".
1) Distribute the paper in the class to every group.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about the rules of the game.
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials (slide with the described situation, paper, handouts etc.).

Implementation of activity
1) Be clear about the task of the activity, and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone.
Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the participants.
2) The participants choose the product owner (it is recommended from a different team, not the
one with which they are developing the idea).
3) A discussion about how the product saved money, what product did, why customers liked the
product, why it was the one which they choose, etc.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered to be a success if the participants are able to find why their product
is different among others existing in the market.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.
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Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners created
and developed their product by providing useful advice and theoretical input.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Participation evaluation: the completion of the task is most important to this activity;
presenting their findings and having a discussion is important.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, chairs, paper, one slide with task
 Resources/ materials needed: paper, pens
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: find real people in learners’ environment and do the same task
with them

Handout for participants
Remember the Future
Within this activity, you learn how to understand your
customers’ needs, what you need to think about, how
your product is different.
Required Material
 Paper
 Pen

Source: Google
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Divide the learners into groups, Think what you need
and choose the one who will be for this activity.
the product owner.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
STEP 2

Remember your Future
Source: Innovation Games

The product owner presents the
product to their “customers” and
asks them to imagine that it is
sometime in the future and that
they’ve been using it almost
continuously between now and
that future date. Ask your
“customers” to write down, in as
much detail as possible, exactly
what your product will have
done to make them happy (or
successful or rich or safe or
secure or smart; choose the set
of adjectives that works best for
your product).

Notes on Step 2
Keep in mind what you
have learnt on your
customers need and
defining
your
difference.

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
tips
and
Save your progress and let the Useful
theoretical
input
by
coach give you feedback on your
the coach.
actions during the game.

STEP 3

Source: evaluation icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 17: Entrepreneurial Test
This activity is provided by BDC (Business Development Bank of Canada) and it wants to find out
the students’ Entrepreneurial potential level with a quick and free online test. This is simply a quiz,
but it can give a good idea of the challenge level requested and, how far they are committed to
overcome difficulties in business world, as well as the students' QEAS (Qualities, Experiences,
Attitudes and Skills) to face their own business. The scores they get are simply orientated to know
themselves better, and challenge them to improve what’s needed to run their self-business.

Abstract:
This activity aims at stimulating the curiosity of the learners, by testing their own entrepreneurial
potential in order to understand the relevance of business QEAS, highlighting what they should
improve.

Entrepreneurial Test
http://bit.ly/2Op9O6A
Topic:
entrepreneurial skills, business requests
Basic skills:
general business QEAS
Keywords:
general business QEAS, entrepreneurial QEAS
Cost:
Free
Duration:
No time limit for the activity, but it takes about 10 minutes to complete the test.
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are for the learners to:



find out their business QEAS with this quiz from BDC
discover useful resources, such as lots of articles & templates to help themselves get ready
for their start-ups take-off. These include free materials such as templates, vocabulary lists
and worksheets.

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to knowing the importance of business QEAS in an
international business context:
 business QEAS are essential to go ahead in self-employment, since it has become a global
trend to fight weaknesses and minimise threats effect in peripheral regions all over the world

Competences
This set of 54 questions highlight a lot of competences requested for entrepreneurial mind-set that
could be trained after knowing the results and the gap presented on this activity that leads learners
to the self-reflection attitude that it requests to improve themselves as entrepreneurial learners.

Knowledge
If they’ve already wondered if they are shaped for business, or if their QEAS must be improved, they
might be wondering if it would be useful to know what kind of improvements they need to develop
and achieve.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Entrepreneurial test
This is a computer-based entrepreneurial test that allows learners to evaluate their QEAS aiming to
know themselves, and improve their competences to run a business. There is no time limit.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page https://www.bdc.ca, click on:
Articles and Tools>Entrepreneur’s Tool Kit>Entrepreneurial Potential Self-Assessment and click on
Start (red button).
Or simply enter in this link: http://bit.ly/2Op9O6A
Follow their quick, free online test on Entrepreneurial Self-Assessment.

Implementation of activity
1) Once entered the page, the learners take the test free of charge. This test contains 6 sections,
the initial 5 pages has 10 questions with multiple-choice format with 4 possible evaluations (1
to 4); after filling all these 5 pages of questions, the test will ask your gender, your age, and a
few more questions related with your job and activities.
2) There are no right answers. It is necessary to answer all questions for a reliable result. Once
the test is completed, the learners will discover their level of entrepreneurial shape. The
results offer a certain of aspects that offer some comments useful to improve their QEAS.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions) invite them to do selfreflection.
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: business QEAS, evaluate yourself and self-reflect on how to
improve your competences
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs in your region, thoses ones who
work and/or sell their products abroad, and ask them which are the main 10 competences and
QEAS they consider absolutely indispensable to be entrepreneur, collect the answers and
implement a debate discussing it with your collegues and coach.
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Handout for participants
Entrepreneurial test
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Within this activity, you can challenge your business
competences and QEAS, and discover some aspects
that you should consider regarding to improving your
entrepreneurial behaviour
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Entrepreneurial Potential Self
Assessment
http://bit.ly/2Op9O6A

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect to the Internet, go to: Think what you
https://www.bdc.ca, click on : Articles and need for this
Tools>Entrepreneur’s
Tool activity.
Kit>Entrepreneurial
Potential
SelfAssessment and click on Start (red button).
Follow the sequential inquiry by taking the
free test.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer all these 54 questions in these 6 Keep in mind
sections, and get results. Read the entire what you have
learnt
about
question and all choices before answering.
entrepreneurial
competences.

STEP 2

Assessement…
STEP 3
After you have completed the online
entrepreneurial test, you will receive your
results immediately. These results are
compared with requested average values to
be an entrepreneur.
Do a self-reflection task, take note of all
aspects you may think that could be relevant
in order to improve or acquire new
competences aiming to increase your
entrepreneurial competences.

Notes on Step 3
Useful tips and
theoretical input
by the coaches.
Further discussion
of the topic.
You can use this
test again once
you
have
increased
your
competences.
Keep in mind
thought that the
questions are the
same.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
The coach discusses with the learners Discussion of the
whether the activity targeted its purpose, learning activity.
whether they liked it or not, and generally
receives feedback on the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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Bridge 3
The following activities focus on Bridge 3 (I AM AN ENTREPRENEUR IN MY REGION -> I AM 149
READY TO BECOME A GLOBAL ENTREPRENEUR). The focus is on learners getting knowledge
on how to expand their business and internationalise it with the help of Business English.
The activities are related to the following skills: communication, social skills, cultural
awareness, teamwork, marketing terminology, pitching, presentation skills, and public
speaking.

Activity 1: '3 in 1 Business English Game'
This game aims to facilitate the Self-Regenerate learners getting familiar with the most common
words and sentences usually used in Business English. The base of this game are three games well
known, almost all over the world, but all of them focused in Business English vocabulary. Besides,
all of them are supported by a list of words (Business English words) collected by the SelfRegenerate partnership (this list has nearly 250 words and sentences). These words can be
expanded anytime adding new words and expressions as per trainers’ convenience, gathering this
way more and more words. These collected words are arranged alphabetically, to ease their use
during this game.

Abstract:
Playing '3 in 1 Business English Games' aims to stimulate the learners in order to get familiar with
Business English common words and sentences. Besides introducing learners to Business English
terms, it fosters teamwork and creativity while learning Business English and playing a game, thus
in a funny way.

Topic:
Business English vocabulary
Basic skills:
Business English vocabulary
Keywords:
Business English, teamwork and team building, creativity, communication
Cost:
Free
Duration:
There is no time limit in the whole game, however some of the games are played with time limit
against the clock.
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 get familiar with Business English vocabulary
 know the meaning of Business English words, sentences and the context where it is usually used
 get a useful list of words focused in Business English that can be updated by the Self-Regenerate
trainers and learners anytime
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:





knowledge of Business English vocabulary in an international business scope
leading their team to be competitive enough to win through this game
creativity to communicate
communication ability

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 develop Business English vocabulary
 develop their creativity
 develop a sense of team work
Knowledge
Become familiar with Business English terms, easing a tool that can be updated fostering the
knowledge of several business words, its meaning, how to write it and when to use it.
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
3 in 1 Business English Game
The “3 in 1 Business English Game” consists of three conventional games like “Hangman”, “Draw &
Guess” and “Guess What” played by two or more teams. The difference is that all these games are
based on a list of Business English vocabulary, and these games are focused to ease the knowledge of
learners in these words and sentences. There is no time limit, but 30 minutes could be the advised
time to play it.
Preparation of activity
To prepare this activity, the trainer needs to read the rules, collect the material and download
previously the following files:
1) Business English list. It’s a pdf file with nearly 250 words commonly used in business. Print
this document for each player. (Download here: Business English Terms)
2) The rules of this game composed by 3 games (Download here: 3 in 1 games rules)
3) 1 or 2 common dices to play (with 6 numbers)
4) 2 scissors to cut paper in letters when needed
5) A4 Paper to write
6) Pens or pencils to write
7) 1 stopwatch or mobiles per team
8) Cut numbers from 0 to 9 and keep it apart
After gathering all these materials, please divide the participants into 2 teams of 2, 4 or 6 players. If it
is possible, the teams should have the same number of players. The material is distributed in the
classroom so that every player and team can participate. Let them know what the rules of these games
and activities are, before they start playing.
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Implementation of activity
1)

Distribute one vocabulary list to each player, so that they can write their notes in each word
or sentence played during this game. Remember that the main goal is to get familiar with
these words.

2)

Explain the rules to all players. It takes nearly five minutes.

3)

Distribute the rest of the material to each team. Be sure they have pens, papers, dice and
scissors.

4)

Ask for one player of each team to throw the dice, in order to know which team will start. If
they are tied, they throw the dice again. The one who has obtained the highest number starts
first.

5)

Depending on the dice top number showed, the team will play one of these games. If dice top
face shows:
 1 or 4: you should play the Hangman (easy level of difficulty)
 2 or 5: you should play the Draw & Guess (medium level of difficulty)
 3 or 6: you should play Guess What (Hard level of difficulty)

6)

After that, it’s the turn of the other team to throw the dice to determinate which game they
will play. This way you’ll never know the level of difficulty that it takes.

7)

The team that has obtained the highest total points doing the sum of all rounds wins.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions. Remind them the context of the words with examples. Could be convenient
to search sentences where this word is commonly used, and take your notes.
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing words previously played in other sessions, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions of words played)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; give the
learners insights with some examples of the played word, and if needed search on the internet.
 Learning environment preparation: The classroom but move the teams to be together around
a table
 Resources/ materials needed: 3 in 1 rules, vocabulary list, dice, scissors, pens or pencils,
stopwatch or chronograph, and paper to write.
 Motivation drivers for learners: Get familiar with Business English vocabulary. Understand the
relevance of communication, and develop your creativity developing skills of leadership
through your abilities to communication.
 Suggested activity to do next: At the end of each session played, revise all words and sentences
played, reminding learners to take their own notes in their lists, highlight the relevance of
communication and how important it is to lead your business. Ask them to search on the
internet, at home for some examples of words and sentences played and when it is commonly
used, and tell them to bring it in next session.

Handout for participants
3 in 1 Business English Game
Within this activity, you can foster your competences to
learn Business English terms and sentences improving
your business vocabulary list, which will be useful for
those who wants to be global entrepreneurs.
Required Material








3 in 1 rules (3 in 1 games rules)
Vocabulary list (Business English Terms)
Dice to throw
Scissors to cut papers
Pens or pencils
Stopwatch or mobile chronograph
Paper to write and draw
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Gather all the requested material to play Think what you need for
this activity.
this game:

STEP 1

1) Ask for 3 in 1 rules, or listen
carefully to these rules from your
trainer.
2) Ask your trainer for your
vocabulary list.
3) Get a dice for your team to throw
when needed.
4) Get a pair of scissors to cut papers
while playing.
5) Get pens or pencils to write and
draw.
6) Get a stopwatch or mobile
chronograph.
7) Get paper to write and draw.
8) Choose your playing team.

Do it…
STEP 2
Organise your own team:
1) Sit all your team members around a
table, with the opposite team in
front of you.
2) Throw the dice to see which team
starts playing, and proceed
according to the rules.
3) Play the game with special
attention to played words, the
communication and creativity
aspects, and the insights from your
trainer.

Notes on Step 2
Keep in mind what you
have
learnt
about
Business English and
how to use your
creativity to overcome
all the communication
barriers. It will help you
remember words.

Assessement…
STEP 3
Do a self-reflection after you have
finished this game:

Source: Self-reflection

Your Notes:

1) Remember all words and sentences
played, and take your own notes, in
your vocabulary list.
2) Try to remember what each word
played means, and the context
where it is used. If needed, search it
on the Internet.
3) Try to remember how your
colleagues
overcame
communication difficulties and
their creativity to lead their teams

Notes on Step 3
Improve your Business
English
competences
through the words
played in this game.
Remember the aspects
of
creativity,
and
communication.
Find
your own conclusion
besides improving your
Business
English
vocabulary.
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Activity 2: Business English Test
This activity provides the opportunity for students to improve their Business English in one of the
best ways. Adult Education English for business and the workplace includes Business English
lesson plans, resume-writing advice, and essential vocabulary for banking, financial, commercial,
legal and other sectors as well as Basic English job interview skills. This quiz consists of 20
questions which do not provide score estimates. Instead, when you choose an option, it lets you
know if your answer was correct or wrong, and some answers provide resources to improve some
English skills for business. Business English is considered to be a special branch within the general
studies of English due to the use of specialised vocabulary and jargon. This quiz provides some
tips to learn different vocabulary and in an easy way.

Abstract:
This activity aims at promoting curiosity in learning, and stimulating the learners’ knowledge of
Business English, in particular, to provide some materials that can help them to develop a global
mind-set in order to be successful in business. This quiz can help learners to understand the
importance of Business English.

Business English Test
https://www.thoughtco.com/business-english-quiz-4061377
Topic:
Business English quiz
Basic skills:
English for business and work
Keywords:
urban, safari, business, creative thinking, opportunity spotting
Cost:
Free
Duration:
There is no time limit.
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:



check learners’ Business English knowledge
discover useful resources, such as business English lesson plans, resume-writing advice,
essential vocabulary for banking, financial, commercial, legal and other sectors as well as basic
English job interview skills. There are free Business English lessons with texts, articles and
exercises to practice English for work.

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to the importance of English in an international business
context:
 Business English skills are essential for getting ahead at work since English has now become a
global language for business all over the world.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Business English Test
This is a computer-based Business English quiz that allows learners to know their knowledge of
Business English. There is no time limit.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to enter the web page
https://www.thoughtco.com/business-english-quiz-4061377, and there's a start quiz for everyone.

Implementation of activity
1) Once entered the page, the learners take the test free of charge. This quiz contains 20
multiple-choice questions with 3 possible answers; there is only one correct solution on each
occasion. Every time they answer one question, they will get the result.
2) There is only one right answer. It is necessary to answer all questions for a reliable result.
Many questions provide some tips and resources to improve their Business English.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their hypothetical businesses, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs in your region, thoses ones who
work and/or sell their products abroad, and ask them why the ability to use English in the
workplace is important, what benefits they obtain and what they did to improve their Busines
English.

Handout for participants
Business English Test
Within this activity you find out about your business
English level.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Business English Quiz
https://www.thoughtco.com/businessenglish-quiz-4061377
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, go to Think what you
https://www.thoughtco.com/business- need for this
english-quiz-4061377, and start by activity.
taking the free and quick test.

STEP 1

Do it…
STEP 2
Answer all questions and check results
of each question immediately. Read the
entire question and all choices before
answering, and consult the material
provided in each result.

Notes on Step 2
Keep in mind
what lessons and
topics result the
most important
to you.

Assessement…
Notes on Step 3
After you have completed the online Keep in mind
English quiz, you will receive your what lessons and
topics have you
results immediately.
learnt
about
Business English
and if you lack
basic knowledge
about
some
material that you
need to study
most.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 3: Breaking the Ice
This activity wants to support learners in gaining Business English knowledge, and being able to
break the ice in future business talks they will have as an entrepreneur.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to experience Business English, and learn how to break
the ice when having a business talk.

Topic:
Business English
Basic skills:
social, English, communication
Keywords:
break the ice, business, English, connecting
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1 to 1,5 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:




give the learners their potentially first experience and practice in Business English
provide a better understanding of the basics of having a business conversation
give a framework the learners can work with

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 social skills
 communication skills
 English

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 have a basic level conversation in Business English
 break the ice and connect to the other person
 structure a business talk
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how:
 to structure a business talk with anyone
 to break the ice for a better connection
 the basic principles of Business English work

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Breaking the Ice
This is a Business English game that will break the ice between the learners in the activity. Through
this activity, they can later apply it in their entrepreneurial journeys.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the supporting material needs to be printed out. It is distributed in the
classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is:
“Practice in breaking the ice with your conversation partner”.

1) Print out some supporting material that has questions and/or structure for the learners to use.
Look in the Appendix for materials.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about Business English used in this activity
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials

Implementation of activity
1)

The coach will hand out the supporting material to the learners and discuss it with them.
When the learners have listened and understood the phrases, the coach can move into this
practicing stage.

2)

The coach will have all the phrases they discussed cut into two parts a set for each pair of
students. Once the learners are paired up, the coach will distribute the mixed up parts of the
phrases and they will work together trying to piece each phrase back together. This jigsaw
of sorts will allow them to communicate and discuss which section goes with which, further
creating the phrase in their mind. For example, one piece of paper will contain “Did you
catch… ” and they will try to match it with ” …the morning lecture?”

3)

Go over which combinations are correct and take questions, then have the learners copy
down the correct phrases in their notebooks for future reference.
Once all pairs have matched and discussed the jigsaw Business English phrases, they are
ready for a more practical exercise.

4)

Each learner will be given a card that the coach has made with their occupation, company,
the lecture they attended and a few family/hobby details. They will then be paired up. The
pairs will change every five minutes, and the learners will have an opportunity to break the
ice, discuss a few topics, and end the conversation.
The coach can float around the room and make sure the conversations are on track, while
answering any questions which may arise.

5)

A discussion about the phrases, Business English, and other important factors concerning
the implementation of Business English, such as context, van be discussed in a final
discussion.
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Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)

2)

The activity is a success if the participants can break the ice in Business English, understand
the basics of Business English (opening and ending conversation), and have a basic level
conversation of Business English.
Incite learners to use their learning diaries to write down their thoughts, ideas and feedback.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by people working in pairs
and group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Participation evaluation: the learners will need to hold a Business English conversation from
begin to end.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to inform the learners about the importance of Business English and breaking
the ice. To give a better understanding to the learners, the trainer can provide examples of
breaking the ice (also through video). This will help the learners to practice and for further
application.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, work space, etc.
 Resources/ materials needed: sheets with phrases, pens (and a whiteboard would be good to
take notes for the trainer or to show something to the group)
 Motivation drivers for learners: practice Business English, become more comfortable going
into business talks, gain English vocabulary related to business
 Suggested activity to do next: Pitching

Handout for participants
Breaking the Ice
Within this activity, you learn how to start with Business
English and break the ice in any Business chat you will
have.
Required Material
 Sheets with phrases
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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STEP 1

Consider…

Pair up with someone else,
and match the two parts of a
set with phrases.
Source: Tim Warre

Do it…
STEP 2

Notes on Step 2

Do the second task of the
activity
related
to
an
occupation.
Source: Colorin Colorado

The finish…
STEP 3
Have a final discussion with
the entire group.

Source: Classcraft

Your Notes:

Notes on Step 3

Supporting Material
Here are a few example phrases the coach can use in the lesson:









Hello, my name is ______, are you enjoying your evening?
Where are you from?
What company do you represent?
How long have you worked here/there?
Which department do you work in?
How do you like your job?
Did you catch the morning lecture?
Do you mind if I join your group?

After they share and discuss these quick little door openers, theyu can move on to excellent
ways to end a business conversation in English. Many of the learners use these in their native
language already, so they will catch on fast.
Here are a few conversation closers the coach will share with the learners in the presentation:






It was nice to talk to you; I must excuse myself.
Great to meet you, do you have a card? (or, here is my card).
I must be going; I see my boss signaling toward me.
Thank you, it was nice to meet you and we should discuss this further later.
Do you have LinkedIn? Let’s connect there to continue our conversation.

These conversational wrap-ups are great for the learners, and will eliminate those awkward
moments of saying goodbye in business settings.
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Activity 4: Cultural awareness - Iceberg or onion?
This activity wants to help learners become aware of the importance of culture and exchange
opinions on the topic. By the means of a computer-based approach, the learners will learn how to
communicate better with people from abroad, respecting the different cultures they represent.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to exchange opinions on whether culture is like an iceberg
or an onion, and engage in discussion. The coach will give them a suggested answer on the topic and
encourage them to further discuss it.

Cultural awareness - Iceberg or onion?
Source: Five-Minute Activities for Business English, by Paul Emmerson and Nick Hamilton
Topic:
culture
Basic skills:
cultural awareness, discussion, teamwork, Business English
Keywords:
communication skills, Business English
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to the time determined by the coach
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:




understand culture and its connection to the business world
practice their communication skills
be able to work in a team

Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:
 being culturally aware
 understanding of how to engage in a conversation

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough not to make any cultural faux pas:
 understanding of cultural differences
 communication
Knowledge
The participants know at the end of the activity the level of their knowledge on the topic of culture.
 How to behave around people from other cultures
 How to express their opinions in a group of people

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Cultural awareness - Iceberg or onion?
This activity utilises a computer -based approach that focuses on making the learners aware of the
differences in culture, and its connection to global entrepreneurship. It allows learners to express
themselves and engage in conversation. The amount of time required to finish this activity depends
on the time decided by the coach.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the learners need to either save the exercise to their computer or be handed
the paper with the activity.
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Implementation of activity
1)

The learners receive the exercise in their email address and then they save it to their
computer. Alternatively, the coach hands the printout of the activity to them.

2)

They read the questions on the topic of culture.

3)

They write down their opinion, individually or in pairs, and then engage in discussion.

4)

The coach gives them a suggested answer and the conversation begins once again.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on culture and Business English, their
importance to the business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Cultural awareness - Iceberg or onion?
Within this activity you test your knowledge on cultural
awareness (knowledge and communication skills).
Required Material





Computer / Laptop
Keyboard, mouse
Internet connection
Printout of the activity (optional)

Cultural awareness - Iceberg or onion?
Source: Five-Minute Activities for
Business English, by Paul Emmerson and
Nick Hamilton
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, check Think what you need for this
your email for the exercise, and activity.
download it.

STEP 1

Alternatively, the coach hands
the printout to the learners.
Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Write down your opinion, Don't be shy to give your
individually or as part of a opinion on the topic. There are
group, and exchange opinions no right or wrong answers.
with the other learners.

STEP 2

Cultural awareness - Iceberg or
onion?
Notes on Step 3
The coach gives a suggested Further discussion of the topic.
answer and the learners
continue their conversation
based on the new information.

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
The coach discusses with the Discussion of the learning
learners whether the activity activity.
fulfilled its purpose, whether
they liked it or not, and
generally receives feedback on
the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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Iceberg or Onion?
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Activity 5: Formal email writing
This activity wants to help learners assess their skills of writing formal emails and communication.
At the end of this activity, the learners will know how to express themselves in a formal way and
discuss about business deals.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to write a formal email regarding the proposal of a business
deal between their company and another.
You have finally managed to get an appointment with Mrs. Grayson, the Sales Manager of Ross ltd.
You were beyond excited when you received that phone call and you know this is your only chance
of convincing her that a cooperation between your company and Ross ltd would be of great benefit
of both of you.
However, due to her busy schedule, she does not have time to waste on a meeting that nothing will
come out of it. So, a few days before the meeting, she sent you an email and asked you to send her
a draft version of your proposal. If she finds it interesting and profitable for the company, she will
have the meeting with you so that you can provide more information and details.
Write an email to Mrs. Grayson, presenting your company and range of products, and try to convince
her that the deal you are proposing is beneficial to both parties. Remember that this is your only
chance.
Topic:
formal email
Basic skills:
emails, communication, Business English, negotiation
Keywords:
formal email writing, communication skills, Business English, negotiation
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to the time determined by the coach
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
 test theirr knowledge on how to write a formal email
 practice their communication skills
Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:
 being able to express themselves in a formal way

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to communicate via emails formally:
 understanding of formal email writing
 communication
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity the level of their knowledge on the topic of writing formal
emails:
 How to communicate formally via emails

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Formal email writing
This activity utilises an approach that focuses on assessing the learners' ability of formal written
communication. It allows learners to use their knowledge on the topic. The amount of time required
to finish this activity depends on the time decided by the coach.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the learners need to either save the exercise to their computer, or be
handed the paper with the activity.
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Implementation of activity
1) The learners receive the exercise in their email address and then they save it to their
computer. Alternatively, the coach hands the printout of the activity to them.
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2) They read the provided email and give their answer.
3) The coach gives them a suggested answer and some tips on how to do it in a 'proper' way.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on writing formal emails and Business English,
their importance to the business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Formal email writing
Within this activity you test your knowledge on formal
written communication (knowledge and skills).
Required Material






Computer / Laptop
Keyboard, mouse
Internet connection
Pen / pencil
Printout of the activity (optional)

Write an email to Mrs. Grayson, presenting
your company and range of products, and try
to convince her that the deal you are proposing
is beneficial to both parties.

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, check Think what you need for this
your email for the exercise, and activity.
download it.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Alternatively, the coach hands
the printout to the learners.

Do it…
Write an email to Mrs. Grayson,
Notes on Step 2
STEP 2
presenting your company and Write down your answer and Keep in mind what you have
range of products, and try to wait for the coach’s feedback. learnt on writing emails.
convince her that the deal you
are proposing is beneficial to
both parties.
Notes on Step 3
The coach gives a suggested Further discussion of the
answer and the learners topic.
continue their conversation
based on the new information.

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
The coach discusses with the Discussion of the learning
learners whether the activity activity.
fulfilled its purpose, whether
they liked it or not, and
generally receives feedback on
the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 6: Managing a meeting
This activity wants to help learners assess and practice their knowledge on how to manage a
meeting via a test provided by the British Council. The aim of this activity is to give the learners the
confidence they need to arrange meetings.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to test their knowledge on business meetings, and more
specifically, on how to manage one. Besides that, the learners will have the opportunity to practice
on managing a meeting through a group exercise.

Managing a meeting
Managing a meeting
Topic:
meetings
Basic skills:
emails for setting up a meeting, keeping a meeting under order, Business English
Keywords:
emails, management skills, teamwork, Business English
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to the time determined by the coach
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:





assess knowledge on how to set up a meeting via emails
assess knowledge on how to keep a meeting under order
be able to manage a meeting on their own
be able to work in a team

Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:
 understanding of how to set up and manage a meeting
 setting up and managing a meeting by themselves

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to manage a meeting from beginning to end.
 email vocabulary
 meeting skills
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity the level of their knowledge on the topic of meetings:
 How to use emails for setting up a meeting
 How to manage a meeting
 How to use the skills they acquired
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Managing a meeting
This activity utilises an approach that focuses on two important aspects of managing a meeting: setting
up the meeting with a series of emails, and keep the meeting under control. It allows learners to test
their knowledge on that topic and practice their skills. The amount of time required to finish this
activity depends on the time decided by the coach.

Preparation of activity
For
preparing
this
activity
the
learners
need
to
enter
this
link:
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/sites/teacheng/files/Meetings%203_Managing%20a%20meetin
g_worksheets.pdf. Alternatively, the coach hands them the printout of the activity.

Implementation of activity
1)

The learners read the emails provided by the activity.

2)

They answer each question individually, and then move on to the next part of the activity.

3)

The coach provides ongoing feedback on the answers according to the abilities of the
learners and when required.

4)

The learners work in pairs to plan a meeting.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
Coaches should be reminded that there are no true or false answers to these questions. Indeed,
there are appropriate or not appropriate answers. In the face of evaluation of the learners' answers,
this should be kept in mind, so as to progressively approach towards the correct way to address each
item.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions (optional); presenting
and comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse, pen, paper
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on Business English, its importance to the
business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Managing a meeting
Within this activity you test your knowledge on
Meetings (email and management).
Required Material






Computer / Laptop
Keyboard, mouse
Internet connection
Pen
Printout of the activity (optional)
Managing a meeting
Managing a meeting
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, and Think what you need for
enter the link. Alternatively, this activity.
get the printout from the
coach.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Complete the first part of the Keep in mind what you
activity (questions) individually have learnt on meetings
and then work in groups for and writing emails.
the second part (plan a
meeting).

STEP 2

Managing a meeting

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

The coach gives a suggested
answer for each question listed
in the activity, and the learners
continue their conversation
based on the new information.

Notes on Step 3
Useful
tips
and
theoretical input by the
coach.
Further discussion of the
topic.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
of
The coach discusses with the Discussion
learning
activity.
learners whether the activity
fulfilled its purpose, whether
they liked it or not, and
generally receives feedback on
the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

the

Your Notes:
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Activity 7: Marketing Jumpshot
This activity wants to introduce a fun way so that the learners can assess their knowledge on
marketing terminology and practices. The learners have a better way of understanding marketing
terms and use them in their business.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to have fun, while answering questions on English vocabulary
for marketing. This activity will test their knowledge of basic marketing terms and practices, and at the
end, will allow them to play a Hoops Challenge for a limited time, which depends on their score.

Marketing Jumpshot
Marketing Jumpshot
Topic:
marketing
Basic skills:
marketing vocabulary, marketing practices, Business English
Keywords:
marketing, terminology, practices, Business English
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to player's ability and score
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
187

 assess knowledge on English vocabulary for marketing in a fun way
 motivate future marketing learning
Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:
 understanding of marketing techniques

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be confident enough to use marketing in their business:
 marketing practices
 marketing vocabulary
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity the level of their knowledge on the topic of marketing:
 How to understand marketing terminology
 How to use marketing in their business

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Marketing Jumpshot
This activity utilises a computer -based approach that allows learners to test their knowledge on
marketing in a fun way. The amount of time required to finish this activity depends on the time that
each learner needs to do so, although at the end of the activity, they will need some extra time in
order to play the Hoops Challenge. This extra time depends on the score acquired by the learner during
the test (1 point = 1 second).

Preparation of activity
For
preparing
this
activity
the
learners
need
to
enter
this
https://www.businessenglishpod.com/quiz/marketing-jumpshot/marketing-jumpshot.html.

link:

Implementation of activity
1) The learners read the instructions for the first part of the activity.
2) They answer the questions, and for each correct one they receive 10 points, whereas for each
wrong one they lose 5 points.
3) After completing the test, the learners are ready to play the Hoops Challenge. The amount of
time depends on their score (1 point = 1 second).

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on Business English, its importance to the
business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Marketing Jumpshot
Within this activity you test your knowledge on
marketing (vocabulary and techniques).
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Marketing Jumpshot
Marketing Jumpshot
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, and In case you have trouble
enabling Adobe Flash
enter the link.
Player, please visit this
link: How to enable
Adobe Flash Player.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer the questions, and play Keep in mind what you
have
learnt
on
the Hoops Challenge.
marketing. You can find
theoritical input on each
question
after
answering it.

STEP 2

Marketing Jumpshot

STEP 3
The coach gives theoretical
input on each question at the
end of the game. The learners
proceed to discuss the topic
further.
Source: Adobe Stock

Notes on Step 3
Useful
tips
and
theoretical input by the
coach.
Further discussion of the
topic.
You can use this activity
as many times as you
want. Keep in mind
though
that
the
questions are the same.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
of
The coach discusses with the Discussion
learning
activity.
learners whether the activity
fulfilled its purpose, whether
they liked it or not, and
generally receives feedback on
the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

the

Your Notes:
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Activity 8: Sales pitch
This activity wants to help learners feel confident enough to prepare a sales pitch in order to
impress potential investors. The main skills tested are related to presentation, teamwork,
brainstorming, public speaking and problem solving.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to prepare a sales pitch about a product or service. Their goal
is to convince potential investors to fund their idea. At the end of the activity, the coach will give them
some tips on how to improve their presentation skills.

Sales pitch
https://venturelab.org/free-activity-pitch-entrepreneurship-game/
Topic:
pitching
Basic skills:
pitching, presentation skills, teamwork, creativity, Business English, public speaking, brainstorming,
problem solving
Keywords:
pitching, communication skills, Business English
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to the time determined by the coach
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:




improve and assess their presentation skills
make a convincing and successful presentation
become comfortable with public speaking

Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:


being able to present and sell their product or service

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to pitch their product or service and receive
funding from potential investors:



understanding of how to make a succefull pitch
presentation

Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to make a pitch:
 How to create a pitch for your product or service

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Sales pitch
This activity utilises a computer -based approach that focuses on assessing the learners' ability of
pitching their product or service to potential investors. It allows learners to use their knowledge on
the topic and be creative. The amount of time required to finish this activity depends on the time
decided by the coach.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity, the learners need to save the exercise to their computer.
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Implementation of activity
1) The learners receive the exercise in their email address and then they save it to their
computer.
2) The coach divides them into groups.
3) The learners read the instructions and begin the activity.
4) The coach gives them some tips on how to improve their presentation skills.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on pitching and Business English, their
importance to the business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Sales pitch
Within this activity you test your knowledge on pitching
your product or service.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

https://venturelab.org/free-activitypitch-entrepreneurship-game/
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, check Think what you need for
your email for the exercise, and this activity.
download it.

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Read the instructions, and work in Keep in mind what you have
groups to make a successful pitch. learnt on pitching.

STEP 2

https://venturelab.org/freeactivity-pitchentrepreneurship-game/
Notes on Step 3
The coach gives theoretical input Useful tips and theoretical
and some tips on how to improve input by the coach.
their presentation skills. The Further discussion of the
topic.
learners proceed to discuss the
topic further.

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
The coach discusses with the Discussion of the learning
learners whether the activity activity.
fulfilled its purpose, whether they
liked it or not, and generally
receives feedback on the activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 9: Teleconferences Challenge
This activity wants to introduce a fun way in order practice your teleconferencing skills. Within this
activity, the learners have the opportunity to test their knowledge on teleconference vocabulary
and practices.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to have fun, while answering questions on teleconferencing
skills. This activity will test their knowledge of the topic and, at the same time, allow them to hone their
skills on virtual bowling.

Teleconferences Challenge
Teleconferences Challenge
Topic:
teleconference
Basic skills:
teleconference vocabulary, Business English
Keywords:
online meeting, skills, vocabulary, Business English
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to player's ability and time
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:
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assess knowledge on teleconferencing skills in a fun way

Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to Business English:
 understanding of teleconferencing practices

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be confident enough in their knowledge and skills on
teleconferences:
 teleconference vocabulary
 teleconference practices
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity the level of their knowledge on the topic of
Teleconference:
 How to understand teleconference vocabulary
 How to use the teleconferencing skills they acquired

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Teleconferences Challenge
This activity utilises a computer -based approach that allows learners to test their knowledge on
teleconferencing skills in a fun way. The amount of time required to finish this activity depends on the
time that each learner needs to do so.

Preparation of activity
For
preparing
this
activity,
the
learners
need
to
enter
http://www.businessenglishpod.com/quiz/teleconferences/telecon_game.html.

this

link:

Implementation of activity
1)

The learners read the instructions for the activity.

2)

They answer each question and they play a frame of bowling.

3)

After completing the test and the ten frames of bowling, the learners find out their score.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their answers, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyboard, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: Business English
 Suggested activity to do next: further readings on Business English, its importance to the
business world, expanding their Business English vocabulary

Handout for participants
Teleconferences Challenge
Within this activity you test your knowledge on
Teleconferences (vocabulary and techniques).
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Teleconferences Challenge
Teleconferences Challenge
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet, and enter the In case you have
trouble
enabling
link.
Adobe Flash Player,
please visit this link:
How to enable Adobe
Flash Player

STEP 1

Source: Google

Do it…
STEP 2
Answer the
bowling.

questions

and

Notes on Step 2
play Keep in mind what you
have learnt on online
meetings.
You can find theoritical
input on each question
after answering it.

Teleconferences
Challenge

STEP 3

Source: Adobe Stock

The coach explains the reasoning
behind each answer, and takes the
opportunity to summarise what is
learnt on the specific topic. They
encourage the learners by providing
them with some tips or examples so
that they can select the correct
answer(s).

Notes on Step 3
Useful
tips
and
theoretical input by
the coaches.
Further discussion of
the topic.
You can use this
activity as many times
as you want.
Keep in mind though
that the questions are
the same.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
The coach discusses with the learners Discussion of
whether the activity fulfilled its learning activity.
purpose, whether they liked it or not,
and generally receives feedback on the
activity.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon

Your Notes:
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Activity 10: Pitch game
This activity wants to introduce the entrepreneurial process and the associated mindset and skills.

Abstract:
Within this activity, learners will try to convince the class that the idea they are developing it’s a great
one. The aim is to encourage them to think broadly, and without limits and constrains.

Topic:
pitching
Basic skills:
courage, creativity, teamwork, communication, public speaking
Keywords:
start-up development, entrepreneurial skills
Cost:
Free
Duration:
From 30 min to 1 hour
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity for the learners are to:




teach them the idea generation that helps them cultivate entrepreneurial mindsets
understand the importance of teamwork and collaboration as part of being a successful
entrepreneur.
be motivated for future entrepreneurial concepts

Skills
The skills tested in this activity are related to:
 resoursefulness - development of different ways to overcome challenges
 creativity
 courage

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be confident enough for:
 pitching
 public speaking
 opportunity-seeking
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to use knowledge they acquired in order to present
their idea:
 How to stand up and speak in front of the group
 What is the process to come up with business name/product idea
 How to make a quick, focused, creative pitch

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Pitch game
The aim of this activity is to incorporate entrepreneurial learning into the class through a quick, easy
way to introduce the entrepreneurial process and the associated mindset and skills.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity we need A0 paper, sets of nouns, adjectives and verbs (pre-prepared cards).
Every team (3-5 members) takes 3 cards (one noun, one adjective and one verb). Let them know what
the task of this activity is: “Present your imaginary business using the group of words (noun, adjective,
verb)".
1) Give one A0 sheet of paper to every group and let them take a group of words (3 words for
every team).
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about guidelines used in this activity.
Start with a question: What is the problem?, What is the solution?, Why is it unique?, Who
are you selling to?, How much are you selling?, What do you ask?, What do you want to do?
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working material (paper, cards with words).

Implementation of activity
1)

Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone.
Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the participants.

2)

The learners prepare their pitch using 3 words, answering questions indicated in guidelines.
They have 15 min for preparation. Every team has 30-90 second to pitch their idea.

3)

A discussion about how the learners feel to stand up and speak in front of the group, how did
the working in the group help or make coming up with an idea and pitching more difficult.

4)

Share with learners that when brainstorming there are no bad ideas and crazy ideas are
welcome; the point of this activity is to be creative and persuade someone to buy or invest in
your product, so focus more on preparing a great pitch, even if the product idea isn’t that
compelling.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)
2)

The activity is considered to be a success if the learners are able to make their pitch original,
and other groups demonstrates the interest/laughs.
Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners created
and developed their pitches by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from pitches, etc.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, chairs, slides with guideliness (optional)
 Resources/ materials needed: A0 paper, markers, word cards
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: to prepare a pitch for their idea which they are developing and
to prepare their own pitch.

Handout for participants
Pitch game
Within this activity, you learn how to creatively
combine thoughts to generate ideas that fill a want or a
need in the marketplace. You will get experience to
stand up, pitch and overcome public speaking
challenges.
Required Material





Paper
Pen
Markers
Cards with words (noun, verb, adjective)
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Create groups with 3 – 5 Think what you need for this
members. Choose 3 words: a activity.
noun, adjective and verb.

STEP 1

Team
Source: k12insight.com

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Using 3 words, develop a 30-60 Keep in mind what you have
second pitch for the product learnt on entrepreneurial
which should answer the process.
following: What is the
problem? What is your
solution? Why is it unique?
Who are you selling to? (Your
market!) How much are you
selling it for? What do you ask?
What do you want us to do?

STEP 2

Idea generation
Source: Google

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Save your progress, and let the Useful tips and theoretical
coach give you feedback on input by the coach.
your actions during the game.

STEP 3

Source: evaluation icon

Your Notes:
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Bridge 4
The following activities focus on Bridge 4 (SELF REFLECTION -> WHAT HAVE I LEARNT? AM I 207
ABLE TO TRANSFER THAT TO THE NEW LEARNERS FOLLOWING ME?). The focus is on learners
testing their own mentoring and coaching competences.
The activities are related to the following skills: leadership, decision making, teamwork,
personal development, coaching and mentoring, and reflection.

Activity 1: Manager simulator
This activity wants to test your hiring skills. Deciding on hiring or firing employees is a very tricky
task for any leader. You could even argue that deciding who works in one's team is the most vital
decision any manager ever makes. People are always the lifeblood of a company. The better the
people, the better the results. At the same time, they must be a good cultural fit, work well with
others, and add value to the team. This Manager Simulator is an easy way to see how well you'd
do as a manager.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing the learners to have fun with these series of mini-games that let them
make fast decision based on a few characteristics. The idea of the simulator is to try to decide what's
more important: qualification, cultural fit or something else. It combines the insights of everyone in the
team so it should have something interesting for every type of manager. Try it and see how well you'd
do as a manager!

Topic:
testing your management skills by helping out your team
Basic skills:
management, decision making, leadership
Keywords:
manager simulator, hiring skills
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to players' preference
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:




learn how to set goals; how to motivate employees; how to make tough decisions quickly;
how to handle new employees; when to hire and when to fire; what to do with a cat. The most
important criteria for good decision making are values, experience and common sense.
develop their management skills

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to management concepts:
 development of hiring and firing skills
 understanding and managing the human side of work.

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to understand hiring skills for managers:






critical thinking
collaboration
leadership
data management
time management

Knowledge
The learners know at the end of this activity how they should decide on hiring or firing employees,
therefore, these mini-games could help them a lot when they will have to face these situations in their
future company.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Manager simulator
These are mini-games for learning, that allow learners to experience real challenges in a safe, virtual
world. The amount of time required to master these mini-games is lower in comparison to other
games. The learners choose the amount of time they want to dedicate to this simulator, but they
should consider that there are some questions that have limited time to answer. Although the games
are short, they can actually help learners a lot.
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Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the learners just need to click on this link below:
https://weekdone.com/manager-simulator/
Implementation of activity
1) The learners don’t need to sign up, they’ll have direct access to the simulator.
2) Start playing:
This game is very simple; students just have to click on the character they want. Each character
has something different to say. At first they will ask you what your name is, you just have to
write it. Learners will have to challenge the problems set out by the characters. Click on them
to start!
3) The coach should debate with learners the decisions they are making within this activity. It’s
very important to receive the coach's insights as well as learners' opinions in order to foster
their critical thinking. Besides that, it will motivate them to go further.
Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The idea behind the game was to create a somewhat safe office environment (with a kitty!)
where the learners can test their different management skills, from motivating their
employees to making hiring decisions.
2) Each mini-game is different and emphasises different skills. So make sure to check them all
out. And if the learners are not happy with their final score, they can always try again.
Follow up
At the end of each mini-game, some useful advice is provided.
Managers and leaders must not only set goals, but they need to make sure they are SMART. Setting
SMART goals is hard.
Managers need to do everything in their power to encourage employees to share both their
accomplishments and emotions in the workplace. This is the only way you can be sure your employees
are fully engaged in their tasks and satisfied with their work. As an extra benefit, employees will be
less likely to unexpectedly leave you.
The role of the coach is very important to debate all decisions, to debate support, and to understand
each decision. They should take their own notes about decisions taken, and discuss those decisions
with the learners, in order to develop their critical thinking and evaluate another points of view.
Discuss and receive learners’ feedback, as it will be useful, as the choices can raise many questions
and learners may want to share their opinion and point of view.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their different answers.
 * Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: testing their decision-making, creativity, leadership and
management skills
 Suggested activity to do next: visit a HR company, and ask them some questions regarding to
your experience in this game.

Handout for participants
Manager Simulator
Within this activity, you learn how to hire or fire
employees. Deciding who works in one's team is the
most vital decision any manager ever makes.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Manager Simulator
https://weekdone.com/managersimulator/
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Connect to the Internet and Keep in mind your problemplay the game. Click on the solving skills.
character you want, and
start
answering
their
different
problem
statements. There is a limit
to the time assigned to you
in some questions.

STEP 1

https://weekdone.com/managersimulator/

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Start answering the problem Keep in mind your hiring and
statements set out by your making-decision skills.
character’s choice.

STEP 2

The finish…
Notes on Step 3
Let the simulator give you At the end, get your final
feedback at the end of each score and useful tips in every
problem statement. And if problem statement sets up
by the characters.
you're not happy with your
final score, you can always
try again.

STEP 3

Your Notes:
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Activity 2: Up Your Game: A Leadership Challenge
The simulation poses a variety of organisational, interpersonal, customer and teamwork challenges
presented as emails from various stakeholders.

Abstract:
Within this activity, learners will test their readiness to assume more responsibility and demonstrate
leadership capability.

Up your game: A leadership challenge
Topic:
leadership, capacity, teamwork
Basic skills:
planning and organising, problem-solving and decision making, performance orientation, teamwork,
communication, managing conflict, influencing
Keywords:
leadership, teamwork
Cost:
Free
Duration:
According to students' needs
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
Up Your Game: A Leadership Challenge addresses the following issues:




readiness to assume more responsibility
readiness to demonstrate leadership capability
time management

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to business learning skills:
 managing conflict skills
 influence skills
 problem solving and decision making skills

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to be leaders in the succeeding learners:
 mentoring competences
 coaching competences
 being a role model
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity how to assume responsibility and what it means to be a
leader.

Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Up Your Game: A Leadership Challenge
This is a game-based learning that allows learners to understand some of the competencies important
to leadership, practiced in a non-managerial role. The simulation prepares them to be more
competent for positions of greater responsibility.
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Preparation of activity
The simulation instructs participants to take 15 minutes to read the materials provided, and 60
minutes to complete their electronic email responses.
Steps to planning and organising the event include the following:
1) Arrange a method to deliver the exercise. Each learner needs a laptop/computer and some
way of accessing the exercise, whether it is provided to them on the laptops or accessed
online.
2) The location should allow them adequate room to work on their laptop without too much
distraction from others doing the same.
3) Ensure that course instructors understand the purpose of the exercise and how it may
complement the academic aspects of their courses, by focusing on organisational, leadership,
personal and interpersonal effectiveness, and that it is NOT primarily an analytical exercise
along the lines of a traditional case study.
4) Identify facilitators and offer a training workshop, especially if you want to have multiple small
group debriefs at one time. Training will help set expectations and increase the likelihood of
a consistent and positive learning experience for all participants. More details on training are
provided in the next section.
5) Ideally, one facilitator would conduct debriefing sessions with groups of no more than 6 to 7
participants to give each time to contribute to the discussion.

Implementation of activity
Introduce the simulation by providing the following guidelines:
1)

Although the role of the learner is to play an associate brand manager, the simulation is
designed to be an effective learning tool that can be applied to all types of business functions.

2)

Clarify the purpose of the experience. Are you using it for development only, or will a grade
be assigned?

3)

Describe the next steps, post-simulation. For instance, are you using the strategy questions
and having a debrief; are learners expected to complete the workbook? If so, encourage follow
up to be as soon as possible while the details of the simulation are still familiar to the learners.

4)

Encourage learners to do the best they can within the time they have available, and not to
spend too much time on only one email.

5)

Emphasise the importance of reading through all the emails first to identify potential
connections.
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6)

There will be a one-hour time limit and there are limitations imposed to ensure learners
complete the emails in one sitting. It is critical they do not “postpone” responding to any
emails, as the benefit of the debrief following the simulation will be impacted, including a
learner’s ability to prepare for the debrief by reviewing strategy questions.

7)

Instruct learners on how to access the simulation and begin to review the instructions.

8)

Answer questions about the process of the simulation, but not the content.

9)

Recommend learners to use thumbnails to see all the emails on their laptop, so they do not
need to continue scrolling through their emails.

10) Reinforce the need for learners to maintain confidentiality of the materials in order to ensure
others will have the same learning opportunity they are experiencing.
11) Keep the exercise on time and manage the next steps, including distributing the questions to
be reviewed as part of the debrief session with the facilitator.
12) At the end of the event, collect all materials relating to the exercise that have been given to
learners.
13) Obtain timely feedback from all involved, especially learners and facilitators, to learn what
went well and what could be improved.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
The following post-simulation steps are the most effective way for learners to discuss their responses
and reflect on their learning:
1) Take 15 minutes immediately following the exercise for learners to reflect on several strategy
questions provided in this manual to assist them in preparing for a debrief. Then debrief an
additional 60 minutes with a small group of learners and a facilitator (this may be an instructor
or experienced business leader.) Instructions are provided on how to effectively debrief the
exercise within this document.
2) Instruct learners to complete the workbook and meet one-on-one with a facilitator for a
debrief, or instruct them to complete the workbook before the next class session for a
discussion of “best practices” and “lessons learnt.”
3) A minimum of 2,5 hours is suggested to effectively deliver the simulation and conduct an
impactful debrief. It can be effectively used in two class sessions if the post-simulation strategy
questions are posed before the second class period.
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Follow up
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There are two recommended courses of action to take as you think about facilitating the simulation:
Selecting your facilitators and designing a training session, which we have outlined as follows:
 Recruit facilitators who have the skills necessary to be effective with this simulation:
o Marketing experience or high-level general management experience with a good
understanding of the marketing function.
o Effective communication skills; listens intently.
o Ability to facilitate and manage a group discussion.
o Ability to debrief the simulation in a consistent manner and follow the instructions
provided by the coordinator or course instructor.
 Require facilitators to complete the simulation, as a learner, before the training session and
within the 60-minute time limit
 Sample training session:
o 30 minutes: Obtain feedback on the experience of taking the simulation as a learner.
o 45 minutes: Discuss and share facilitator best practices (including the role, techniques,
and questions following).
o Describe how the debrief will work (questions the learners will receive, length of
debrief, number of learners, location, etc.).
o 15 minutes- 30 minutes -Q&A. During the training, you will want to emphasize the key
functions of the facilitator including:
 Guiding the discussion to ensure all learners maximise their learning.
 Creating a climate of openness and mutual sharing of ideas.
 Keeping the discussion focused on the key debrief questions.

Methodological summary:
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 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results from their virtual businesses.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task
 Learning environment preparation: The location should allow participants adequate room to
work on their laptop without too much distraction from others doing the same.
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: start a real business

Handout for participants
Up your game: A leadership challenge
Within this activity, you learn to test your readiness to
assume more responsibility, and demonstrate
leadership capability.
Required Material





Computer
Internet connection
Keyboard
Mouse

Up your game: A leadership challenge
Up your game: A leadership challenge

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
The coaches introduce you Think: What is your goal in
this game? What skills
to the game.
would you like to gain?

STEP 1

Do it…
STEP 2
Start playing the game.

Notes on Step 2
Keep in mind what you have
learnt about leadership.

Assessement…
Notes on Step 3
After playing game discuss Useful tips and theoretical
with your coaches the input by the coaches.
decisions you have made in
the game, and the results
you received because of
these decisions.

STEP 3

Get feedback from your
coaches.
Think what have you learnt?
What skills and knowledge
have you gained from this
game?

Your Notes:
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Activity 3: Leadership Envelopes
This activity helps learners translate abstract leadership principles into practical on-the-job
behaviours. Learners work in groups to come up with real-life application of leadership principles.
The groups take multiple rounds to build upon the ideas of each other, and in the end, evaluate
the best ideas to identify the most useful behaviours.

Abstract:
This activity aims at translating abstract leadership principles into practical on-the-job behaviours.
Learners work in groups to come up with real-life application of leadership principles. The groups
take multiple rounds to build upon the ideas of each other, and in the end, evaluate the best ideas
to identify the most useful behaviours.

Topic:
leadership & delegation skills
Basic skills:
leadership QEAS
Keywords:
leadership QEAS, leadership behaviour
Cost:
Free
Duration:
30 to 90 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are related to:
 leadership principles and QEAS
 leadership behaviours through critical thinking
 delegation competences through leadership concepts
Skills
The skills trained in this activity highlight the relevance of leadership skills focused in real life
application:
 delegation skills
 empowerment skills

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 foster the leadership principles so important to drive your business into growth sustainable
business
 have the ability to develop critical thinking among learners focused in leadership daily
behaviours
 boost the knowledge of leadership concepts among learners with special emphasis in
delegation and empowerment skills

Knowledge






Provides a new learners approach to leadership concepts
Fosters critical thinking as a path into real life application of leadership concepts
Requests knowledge of main leadership concepts
Requests organising and conduct group activities
The inputs of trainers will be very welcome to introduce the skills of delegation and
empowerment in the context of leadership
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Leadership Envelopes
This group activity is developed in a classroom, with teams’ organisation. The goal is to explore
everyday applications of leadership principles. The time limit flows from 30 to 90 minutes.

Preparation of activity
In your classroom, place the tables in a circular format with chairs around each table, and gather the
following material to implement the activity.
Requested material:






5 leadership-principle envelopes. Write a leadership principle on the front of each envelope1.
Response cards. 4 index cards for each team
Pens or pencils to write in those cards
Timer
Whistle

Organize the participants: Divide the participants into four teams of three to seven members. Teams
should be approximately the same size.
Brief the participants. Review the five leadership principles. Explain to participants that the activity
requires them to translate these principles into everyday on-the-job behaviors.
Implementation of activity
1) Distribute the supplies. Give one leadership-principle envelope and four index cards to each
team.
2) Conduct the first round. Ask team members to discuss the leadership principle on the
envelope they received, and to identify how this principle can be applied to on-the-job
decisions and behaviours. Ask team members to write short sentences describing these
application examples on an index card. Announce a time limit of 3 minutes and encourage the
teams to work rapidly. Explain that the teams' response cards will eventually be evaluated in
terms of both the number and the quality of the examples.
3) Conclude the first round. After 3 minutes, blow the whistle to announce the end of the first
round. Ask each team to place their response card (the index card with its application
examples) inside the envelope and pass the envelope, unsealed, to the next team. Instruct the
teams not to open the envelope they receive.

1

We suggest reading: http://bit.ly/2PEau8N
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4) Conduct the second round. Ask the teams to review the leadership principle on the envelope
they received, but not to look at the application examples on the response card inside. Ask
the teams to repeat the earlier procedure, and list the application examples of this principle
on a new response card. After 3 minutes, blow the whistle and ask teams to place the response
card inside the envelope and pass it to the next team.
5) Conduct more rounds. Conduct two more rounds of the game repeating the same procedure.
6) Conduct the evaluation round. Start the fifth round just as you did the previous rounds.
However, tell the teams that they do not have to write any more application examples.
Instead, the teams must evaluate the four response cards inside the envelope. They do this
by reviewing the individual examples on each response card and then comparing the overall
merits of the cards with each other. The teams have 100 points to distribute among the four
response cards to indicate each card's relative merit. Announce a suitable time limit for this
evaluation activity.
7) Present the results. At the end of the time limit, check on the teams to ensure they have
completed their task and have recorded each response card the number of points awarded.
Select a team at random to present their evaluation results. Ask the team to announce the
leadership principle on the envelope, and read the application examples on each card,
beginning with the card that received the least number of points. The team should progress
from one card to the next in an ascending order of the number of points. After reading all four
cards, the team should announce how it distributed the 100 points and briefly explain the
criteria used for distributing the points.
8) Determining the Winner. Instruct the teams to place all the response cards on a table at the
front of the room; then call for each team to collect their cards. Ask the teams to add up the
points on their cards to determine their total score. Invite the members of each team to
announce their total scores. Identify and congratulate the team with the highest score.
9) There are right answers, and the score obtained is simply to highlight some aspects that the
coach should improve. It is necessary to answer all questions for reliable result. Once
completed the test, the trainer will discover their level of leadership behaviour aiming to
improve the less scored aspects. Remember to take the opportunity to highlight
Empowerment and Delegations skills as they have some relevance in the Bridge 4 of the SelfRegenerate model.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: Start with a brief introduction about five principles of leadership. Some
information should be taught and followed by individual work and group discussions probably
amongst learners and after trainers insights to guide the activity.
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: debrief the examples inside each enevelope with the learning
participants through questions; presenting and comparing results, etc. Take the opportunity
to highlight the delegation and empowerment concepts in leadership as they are contents
developed within Bridge 4 of the Self-Regeneration base model.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
discover more about their leadership skills and their ability to be successful entrepreneurs.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space in the classroom
 Resources/ materials needed: classroom, tables, chairs, five envelopes, pens or pencils to
write, 16 cards (4 cards for each 4 teams), one timer and whistle if you wish.
 Motivation drivers for learners: Within this activity, using teamwork, it is eased through critical
thinking these five leadership concepts to the Self-Regenerate learners and how important
these concepts are to evolve their business achieveing better results.
 Suggested activity to do next: Conduct a debriefing discussion to add value to the activity. Here
are some suggested questions:
o What are the interesting patterns among the application examples?
o Can you find similarities among application examples related to different
leadership principles?
o What leadership principle was the most difficult one for you to come up with
suitable application examples? The easiest one? Why?
o Reflect on your workplace situation. Which leadership principle application idea
could you implement immediately?
Note: Sample for the leadership-principle envelopes:
You can also use the following five principles taken from James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner's The
Leadership Challenge (Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1995):
 Challenge the process
 Inspire a shared vision
 Enable others to act
 Model the way
 Encourage the heart
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Handout for participants
Leadership Envelopes
This activity aims at easing the abstract leadership
principles into practical on-the-job behaviours.
Learners work in groups to come up with real-life
application of leadership principles. The groups take
multiple rounds to build upon the ideas of each other,
and in the end, evaluate the best ideas to identify the
most useful behaviours.
Required Material






Five envelopes
Pens or pencils to write
16 cards (4 cards for each 4 teams)
1 timer
1 whistle (if you wish)

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
1) Organise your team in your classroom. Think what you
Put the classroom tables in a circle and need for this
activity.
chairs for your team.
2) Ask your trainer for 1 envelope and 4
cards, and pens or pencils to write.
3) Get ready with your team for trainer
instructions how you should proceed.

STEP 1
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Do it…
Notes on Step 2
1) Read carefully the subject treated in Keep in mind
five
the envelope received from your these
leadership
trainer.
subjects treated
2) Think about daily examples at your job
in each envelope.
of leadership related with your subject
written in the envelope. Gather all
team examples in 3 minutes, write
them in one card, and put them inside
the envelope.

STEP 2

3) Close the envelope and pass it to the
next team at your left. Meanwhile,
receive the new envelope from the
team placed at your right side. Don’t
read the card inside, it belongs to the
other team.
4) Repeat this step 4 times in total.

STEP 3
1) At the fifth time, open the envelope
and evaluate from 0 to 100 the
examples and answers written in those
4 cards inside the envelope. Define a
criterion to do so.
2) After your team evaluation, put the
envelope at the trainer’s table.
3) After the envelopes are all collected,
open them and sum all the evaluations
obtained per team.

Notes on Step 3
Keep in mind the
collected
examples
and
compare them to
the
initial
introduction
made by your
trainer.

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
the
1) Define who are the winners, and Debrief
examples done at
congratulate them.
learning
2) Debrief the best examples with your the
activity
with
trainer and colleagues.
colleagues
and
3) Write your notes about leadership.
trainers.

STEP 4

Source: follow-up icon
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Your Notes:
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Activity 4: Motivation through habits
This activity wants to raise the awareness of the learners about their habits, to have a first
experience in changing them, and to understand how they can be adapted for employees. An
entrepreneur needs to be skilled in personal leadership, communication and efficiency. By the first
experience, the entrepreneurs become more aware and skilled at leading themselves. By
communicating with employees about their pains, gains and habits, the entrepreneur will get an
increased level of communication and a better connection with the employees. Dealing with the
habits of both the entrepreneur and the employee, increases the overall efficiency of the business.
Less time is wasted. Due to the fact that they have both learnt how to, they can improve their good
habits and break down their bad ones.

Abstract:
This activity aims at allowing learners to raise awareness about habits, and to increase the skill of
changing habits to motivate themselves or an employee.
Topic:
motivation through habits
Basic skills:
personal leadership, motivating employees, lifestyle design
Main factors:
habits, motivation, leadership
Keywords:
leadership, motivation, habit change, personal development
Cost:
Free
Duration:
1 to 1,5 hours
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are for the learners to:
 raise their awareness about their habits
 have a first experience in changing them
 understand how they can adapt them for employees

Skills
The skills trained in this activity are more related to:
 personal leadership
 lifestyle design
 motivating employees

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:




define their bad and good habits
analyse their own habits and those of others
understand how they can adapt their own habits and those of employees

Knowledge
The participants know at the end of the activity how:
 habits are built and what they are
 they can get to know the habits that are withholding them and employees
 motivation works
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Motivation through habits
This is a workshop on motivation, habits and leadership. There is discussion on how motivation can
be a common goof when modifying certain habits withholding desired successes.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the supporting material needs to be printed out. It is distributed in the
classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is: “Map
out existing habits for yourselves and employees, and how to change them."
1) Print out the supporting material and prepare scissors so that the learners can cut out the
pictures.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about things used in this activity.
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and
working materials (flipcharts, scissors, paper, handouts etc.).

Implementation of activity
1) Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone.
Also, ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the learners.
2) The learners prepare their exercises given on the worksheet.
3) A discussion about motivation, habits and leadership. What is motivation? What kinds of
motivation? What are habits? How could they be changed? How can you be a leader to your
employees and yourself by changing your habits?

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1) The activity is considered to be a success if the participants are able to analyse and change
their own habits and those of employees. After the role playing phase, the learners have a first
experience in doing it with an employee.
2) Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.
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Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Qualitative evaluation: the learners give a testimonial of their learnings and explain the
differences from pre to post activity.
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they learnt
(enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task; they
develop their civil courage competences and learn about suitable possibilities for action.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, chairs
 Resources/ materials needed: notebooks, pens, worksheets
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive, skill development
 Suggested activity to do next: organising group activities

Handout for participants
Motivation through habits
Within this activity, you learn how to motivate yourself
and future employees by merely changing your (daily)
habits.
Required Material
 Pen
 Notebook
 Worksheet
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Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
Brainstorm on intrinsic and The things you experience in
extrinsic motivation, and life.
write down some examples
you have experienced as a
manager or individual.

STEP 1

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Write down your daily habits This is your opportunity to
and also one that you would change the thing you don’t
like to change. Then, when like.
the trainers had instructed it,
take your new knowledge
and apply it to the habit you
would like to change.

STEP 2

Notes on Step 3
Do the role playing exercise in Don’t forget to swap.
which you and a fellow
learner play manager and
employee. The coach will
instruct you.

STEP 3

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
Have a final discussion with Take notes in your notebook.
your coach and fellow
learners.

STEP 4

Your Notes:
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Worksheet learner
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Pains



Gains

What does a bad day look like for
him/her?



What does this person want and
aspire to?



What is he/she afraid of?



How does he/she measure success?



What keeps him/her awake at night?





What is he/she responsible for?

Given the subject at hand, how could
this person benefit?



What obstacles stand in his/her way?



What can we offer this person?

Old habit:

New Habit:
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Workshop: Motivation through habits
(for trainer)
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Introduction: first you will have an open discussion on motivation with the learners. Using the following
questions:
What do we define as motivation? And what kinds of motivation do we have?
You then explain what the definition of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is.
Intrinsic motivation = something motivates you from within – desire to do something
Extrinsic motivation = something motivates you from outside of you – external factor(s) pushing you to do
something in hopes of earning a reward
Exercise: brainstorm on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for 5 minutes
Following the brainstorm, you can have a discussion about some examples.
Who could name some examples of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation?
Who could name some personal examples?
Total:

Discussion for 5 minutes

Max. 10
min

Individual contributor

People manager
Intrinsic: be intentional with your praise and positive
feedback.
Extrinsic: use rewards sparingly to motivate your
team to take on new responsibilities or achieve lofty
goals.

Intrinsic: tell your manager when their feedback is
motivating – give them positive feedback, too.
Extrinsic: work for the rewards you want, but don’t
over-exhaust yourself in the pursuit of extrinsic
prizes.

First ask the learners for ideas on how a manager and individual can use intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation, then let them do the following exercise.
Exercise: write down some examples of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation you have experienced as a
manager or as an individual (5 minutes)
Who could share some examples of them as a manager of contributor and the different
parts of motivation?
Discussion for 5 minutes

Total:
Max. 10
min

Cue, Craving, Response & Reward. Together make a Habit.
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Explain the components of a habit. These are Cue, Craving, Response and Reward (CCRR). The cue triggers
the craving, which leads to a craving, followed by a behaviour that finally receives a reward. You can share
the two examples below.
1. Notifications on phone, who is giving me these likes?, scroll through phone, bombarded by likes.
2. See a book in place, wanting to read, reading, feeling productive or have a sense of added
knowledge.

Then ask the learners for some examples. Who could name another example of CCRR? Who could name
one they would like to change?
(5 minutes)
In the next exercise we will write down our habit that we would like to change, according to the CCRR
method.

Total:
Max.5 min

Now you may ask the learners to do the following exercise. In which they write down their daily habits.
Either good or bad. Exercise: writing down your habits (5 minutes)
Write down your (daily) habits. Some good examples and some examples you would like to change.
For example: wake up, get out of bed, walk to bathroom, brush my teeth.
Or: sit on the couch, put on the television, watch television….
Discussion for 5 minutes
Total:
Max. 10min

Encouraging yourself and your employees to turn their bad habits into good ones. This is the part where
you explain the learners how to build a good habit and how to break a bad one.
How could you build a good habit? And how could you break a bad habit?

Total:
Max. 5min

Exercise: now take the habits you wanted to change and apply your new knowledge of building and
breaking them (5 minutes)
After the exercise, have a discussion. Discussion for 5 minutes.
Total:
Max.
10min
Total:
Max.
10min
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Now you will have the learners do their final exercise in which they do some role playing.
Final exercise: role playing in pairs (15 - 20 minutes)
One of your employees enters the office. He/she is wearing a sad/frustrated face. He/she says that
motivation is at an all-time low. What do you do as the manager/leader? Try to apply your knowledge of
habits to see if this can change your employees’ views. Use the pains and gains map to get a clear picture of
the employee.
Task employee: come up with a problem/bad habit that you wish to change. Make it something concrete.
For example, Jim is annoying me and lash out to him or I am easily distracted at work.
Sharing some of the examples of role playing (5 minutes).
Total:
Max.
35min

Final discussion and summary of the class for 10 minutes

Sources:
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/intrinsic-and-extrinsic-motivation
https://www.sessionlab.com/methods/pains-gain-map

Activity 5: Coaching Test
This activity wants learners to test how good their coaching abilities are. Effective coaching skills mean
being able to encourage team members to grow and reach their potential, helping team members
exploring their goals and ambitions, encouraging positive changes within an organization, and identifying
issues and challenges before they become major problems.

Abstract:
This activity aimas at helping students understand and assess their coaching skills. This test
provides advice and guidance that they can use to develop their team effectively.

Coaching Test
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/coaching-skills-quiz.htm
Topic:
coaching skills
Basic skills:
coaching and mentoring
Keywords:
coaching
Cost:
Free
Duration:
15 - 20 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are to:






understand the potentiality of coaching activities
learn how to make coaching effective
discover how to encourage positive challenges within an organization
identify positive issues and challenges
understand how to lead teamwork exploring their goals and ambitions

Skills













Coaching Skills
listening
questioning
building Rapport
empathising
summarising
reflecting
unlocking Limiting Beliefs
staying focused
being non-judgemental and open-minded
giving constructive feedback
resisting temptation to tell

Knowledge
Learners will learn the six coaching rules, which are:







Coaching is founded on confidentiality and trust.
Solutions lie within the coachee.
There is no judgment or fixed agenda, but there is an agreed goal.
Coaching is about the whole person.
The coach and coachee are equal partners.
Coaching looks to the future and next actions.

If students follow these rules, their coaching sessions will likely be effective and productive.
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Coaching Test
This is a test-based learning activity that allows learners to test their coaching skills. The amount of time
required to make the quiz is approximately 15-20 minutes

Preparation of activity
For
preparing
this
activity,
the
learners
need
to
enter
the
web
page
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/coaching-skills-quiz.htm, and follow the instructions to answer
the questions.
Let them know what the task of this activity is: "Answer the questions to understand and assess your coaching
skills, and receive a guidance that can be used to develop your team effectively.”

Implementation of activity
1)

Once entered the page, the learners play the quiz free of charge. For each statement, they should
answer questions as they really see them rather than how they think they should, even if some
questions seem to score in the "wrong direction."

2)

Once completed the quiz, the learner can click the "Calculate My Total" button at the bottom of the
test, and take a look at the advice and links that follow to discover what kind of coach they are and
how good their skills are.

Assessment/ evaluation of activity
1)
2)

The activity is considered to be a success if the learners answer all questions and receive feedback
at the end of the quiz.
Incite learners to read carefully the guidance and evaluate their actions accordingly, assessing
weaknesses and encouraging positive behaviours.

Follow up
As this activity is prepared for qualification level, the coach comments on the way the learners can be good
coaches by providing useful advice and theoretical input.
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Methodological summary:
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 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by individual work
and group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Formative evaluation: make a quiz and ask the participants questions; presenting and
comparing results with their hypothetical businesses, etc.
* Learning notes - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they
learnt (enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task;
they discover more about their personality and their ability to be successful coaches.
 Learning environment preparation: their own space
 Resources/ materials needed: computer, Internet connection, keyword, mouse
 Motivation drivers for learners: QEAS entrepreneur/ coach/ leader
 Suggested activity to do next: talk with real entrepreneurs and ask them how they
understood their attitude to be good leaders and effective coaches foe their team works.

Handout for participants
Coaching Test
Within this activity, you will discover your coaching
skills, your attitude to be an effective leader, what types
of coaching activities are required to encourage and
lead team works, and how to improve your abilities.
Required Material
 Computer / Laptop
 Keyboard, mouse
 Internet connection

Coaching Test
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/a
rticle/coaching-skills-quiz.htm

Your task:
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Get ready for the activity!
Consider…
Connect
to
Internet,
go
to Think what
for
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/articl need
e/coaching-skills-quiz.htm, and
start activity.
playing the quiz.

STEP 1

you
this

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Answer all questions and get results. Read Keep in mind what
the description that corresponds to your you have learnt on
coaching skills and abilities, and reflect if entrepreneurship.
and how they could be improved.

STEP 2

Assessement…
Notes on Step 4
Let the coach give you feedback on your Useful tips and
theoretical input by
results at the end of the quiz.
the coaches.

STEP 4

Your Notes:
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Activity 6: Coaching - Wheel of life
This activity wants to support the learners in practicing coaching. Specifically, transferring the knowledge
of one well-known, amongst coaches, tool that is easy to use, and a great visual supporting system for
the coach and the coachee (person being coached). The wheel of life consists of 8 pieces/parts and can
be applied to every aspect of life. This tool can be used for tailor-made coaching of a coachee. It is also
great to support the reflecting process of anyone; this is something the coach/learner can use during the
entrepreneurial adventure.

Abstract:
This activity aims at making the learners aware of the wheel of life, and how it can be used to support
reflection and development of one’s self or one’s coachee.

Source: IVMV
Topic:
coaching, wheel of life
Basic skills:
reflecting, developing, coaching
Main factors:
process of development and consciousness
Keywords:
wheel of life, development, reflection, personal ambitions
Cost:
Free
Duration:
45 minutes
Rating:
(Tick the smiley to remember how much you liked it!)
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Description of learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of this activity are:
 better understanding of coaching
 practicable knowledge of a coaching tool
 (self-) development for coaching
Skills
The skills trained in this activity are related to:
 reflection of one’s life
 development of self or someone else
 coaching others

Competences
This activity wants the learners to be competent enough to:
 reflect on one’s life using a coaching tool
 develop another person using a coaching tool
Knowledge
The learners know at the end of the activity that:
 their life is shaped by aspects that are intertwined
 one may develop for the near future by reflecting on one’s life
 they might support themselves or others in overcoming obstacles and/or enhance their overall wellbeing
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Activity description
Consider the following steps for the development of the activity.
Coaching - Wheel of life
This activity is a coaching exercise that will benefit the trainers as well as the learners. Both will learn more
about how they can visualise their life and move past the obstacles that they face on a daily basis. This can
be personal but also in business, a lot of times these are similar.

Preparation of activity
For preparing this activity the coach needs to print out the supporting material. The material is distributed in
the classroom so that every learner can participate. Let them know what the task of this activity is: “Coaching
a fellow learner with the ‘wheel of life’ tool".
1) Print out the supporting material and prepare scissors so that the learners can cut out the pictures.
2) Prepare for yourself more detailed information about things used in this activity. For example: try the
wheel of life with a colleague/trainer/ friend or by yourself
3) Create a positive atmosphere by selecting a classroom with enough chairs and tables, and working
materials (pens, papers)

Implementation of activity
1)

Be clear about the task of the activity and reassure yourself that it is understood by everyone. Also,
ask for some previous experience or special knowledge among the participants.

2)

The learners will be in pairs. One will coach the other. The coachee will fill in the tool, while the coach
supports the learning process. The coach will do so by listening, summarising and asking questions
to the coachee. For clarity, one learner will be the coach, the other will be the coachee.

3)

A discussion about the process. How is it going? What is difficult? What is surprising? What did you
like/dislike?

4)

The learners will swap roles and do the same thing, but will apply the feedback of the discussion.

5)

Final discussion about the tool and the activity.
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Assessment/ evaluation of activity
(For example):
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1)

The activity is considered to be a success if the participants are able to visualise their life, to coach
the coachee through the process, and if they have been able to identify aspects they want to improve.

2)

Incite learners to use the learning diaries to reflect on the learning experience of this activity.

Methodological summary:
 Working method: some information should be taught and followed by work in pairs and
group discussions
 Assessment/evaluation method:
* Qualitative evaluation: discussions with all learners about the process of coaching
* Learning diaries - incite the learners to take notes of the most important things they
learnt (enhancing the ability to extract information and draw conclusions)
 Methodological recommendation for implementation in existing training measures:
* It is important to gain the learners' interest and to motivate them well for this task;
they will develop independence and will be a supporting system for a fellow learner.
 Learning environment preparation: classroom, chairs
 Resources/ materials needed: working material (tool), paper, pens
 Motivation drivers for learners: praise, be positive
 Suggested activity to do next: Goal setting

Handout for participants
Coaching - Wheel of life
Within this activity, you learn how reflect on your life as
a person and/or business owner. You will also support
the development process of one of your fellow learners
by coaching them using the wheel of life coaching tool.
Required Material
 Tool printed out
 Pens
 Additional paper

Source: IVMV

Your task:
Get ready for the activity!
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Consider…
STEP 1
Get into pairs with a fellow Listen, summarise and ask to
learner, and decide who will be reach a deeper level of
the coach and coachee first. Do understanding.
the activity as it is explained by
your trainer and as it is said on
the working material.

Source: KU Leuven

Do it…
Notes on Step 2
Have a discussion with the class. The feedback you give will help
Give feedback on the activity your trainer and fellow learner.
and take it with you to Step 3.

STEP 2

Source: Classcraft
Notes on Step 3
Switch roles with your fellow Listen, summarise, and ask to
learner and do the activity reach a deeper level of
again. This time, use the understanding.
feedback of the discussion.

STEP 3

Source: Tim Warre

The finish…
Notes on Step 4
Have a final discussion with the Say what’s on your mind.
trainer and your fellow learners.
This will help the trainer
develop the tool, and you in
developing yourself.

STEP 4

Source: European
Technology

Institute

of

Your Notes:
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Working Material: The coachee will give a score from 0 to 10. The score 0 will be in the center, the score
10 will be the outer part of the circle.
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Conclusion
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The listed tools of activities, which have been presented, represent a rich, though not exhaustive
package of educational instruments to be used for the coaching steps which shall lead students from
knowing their region (Bridge 1) to the ability to transfer the know-how to other fellows (Bridge 4)
with regards to entrepreneurship and business English (Bridges 2 & 3). The activities show a variety
of complexity and ease in their access so as to facilitate different levels of learning and the different
stages in which students might find themselves at a specific moment of their studies.
The partnership of the Self-Regenerate project, after having tested these activities and having them
revised both on a peer-to-peer model and by external experts, would like to collect further hints
from practitioners in the area, coaches and trainers active in the VET field, so as to ameliorate the
quality of these products and further improve their effectiveness. Therefore, the first request is to
signify to the partnership any elements which might improve the clarity and quality of the above
listed educational material.
However, the desire of the project consortium is also that this manual shall develop through time
by taking advantage of the expertise and experience of coaches using and reading this manual. The
wide range of educational material, which trainers and coaches use daily with their students, might
fit to the content of the Self-Regenerate project’s approach and could be also properly used in the
education of learners. Activities, already used in the coaching of VET learners, might fit in one of the
4 steps which Self-Regenerate has structured for the pedagogic curriculum of regional and global
perspective in which young and new entrepreneurs find nowadays challenges.
Thus, the second invitation is to share tested activities used in the coaching and training task so as
to enrich this manual and to actively contribute in sharing the existing know how and material with
other colleagues of EU VET institutions. This type of contribution on behalf of reader and coaches
will give wider and even more relevant European dimension and value to this manual hence making
VET education richer, and VET students more adequately prepared in being “glocal” entrepreneurs.

